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Zdrogovaný a připravený zabít, Mike Whitney – The Unz
Review

unz.com/mwhitney/drugged-up-and-ready-to-kill

← Byl Tucker "Take Down" Deep-State...Hromadná střelba a
psychiatrické léky → 
 BlogviewArchiv Mike Whitney
Sdílejte s Gabem

"Psychiatrická léčba a psychiatrické léky jsou společným jmenovatelem rostoucího
počtu střeleb a jiných násilných činů, které prudce rostou spolu s prudkým
předepisováním psychofarmak." Killers on Psych Drugs

Zde je otázka, na kterou by měl být schopen odpovědět každý
Američan: Jaké procento vrahů – kteří masově stříleli po celých
Spojených státech – užívalo silné psychiatrické léky?

-1 %
b – 25 %
c – 50 %
d –75 % nebo více

Proč neznáme odpověď na tuto otázku? Copak Spojené státy nemají
více masových střeleb než kterákoli země na světě?
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Ano.

A nejsou tyto střelby zdrojem velkého utrpení a úzkosti?
Ano oni jsou.

A nechce většina lidí skutečně vědět, proč se tito osamělí střelci cítí
nuceni zabíjet nevinné lidi?

Ano, oni dělají.

Tak proč to nevíme? Proč – po více než dvou desetiletích těchto
krvavých incidentů – stále nemáme definitivní, důkladně
prozkoumanou odpověď na tuto jednoduchou otázku: Kolik z těchto
psychicky narušených zabijáků užívalo nebezpečné psychiatrické
léky?
Místo toho média provádějí linii vyšetřování, která nedokáže odhalit
nic, byť jen vzdáleně přesvědčivého, o činech střelce. Jestliže „bílá
nadvláda“ nebo „nacistická ideologie“ ovlivnily vrahovo
rozhodnutí vydat se na smrtící střelbu v Texasu, proč se pak
nezaměřil na černošské komunitní centrum nebo židovskou
synagogu? Nebylo by to více v souladu s jeho údajnou ideologií?
Ano, bylo by, což naznačuje, že jeho údajná ideologie je
symptomem jeho křehkého duševního stavu, nikoli primárním
faktorem, který řídí jeho chování. Důvodem, proč se tito lidé
vydávají na šílené vraždění, je to, že jsou „poškozeným zbožím“, ne
proto, že jsou ideologové. Je v tom velký rozdíl.
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Proč tedy média neustále omílají tuto hloupou myšlenku, že vrahovo
chování bylo ovlivněno jeho pocity o „bílé nadřazenosti“ nebo
„nacistické ideologii“? Je to směšné, koneckonců vrah sám nebyl
běloch ani jeho oběti nebyly rasově zaměřeny. Byli to jen náhodní
kolemjdoucí, kteří se procházeli nákupním centrem. Jinými slovy,
neexistují žádné důkazy, které by podporovaly případ, který média
provádějí. Ale – tady jde o to – média se o důkazy nezajímají,
protože jejich skutečným cílem je prosazovat politickou agendu
zaměřenou na propojení násilného fanatického chování s
rasovým uber-nacionalismem. To, o co se snaží, je vytvořit
podprahové spojení mezi nevyzpytatelným chováním
nelítostného zabijáka a upřímně pociťovaným vlastenectvím

https://www.unz.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/TexasShooterMW-1.jpg
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mnoha Trumpových příznivců.Média odrážela stejné téma více
než šest let, což vyvrcholilo podvodem ze 6. ledna. Toto je jen
poslední opakování stejných únavných politických psychologů.
Pokud by novináři mysleli vyšetřování tohoto posledního krvavého
incidentu vážně, pokusili by se zjistit, zda byl vrah na radaru FBI
předtím, než k útoku došlo. (jako tomu bylo v minulosti tolik
masových vrahů.) Byl? Byl Mauricio Garcia na seznamu
potenciálních „domácích teroristů“, který sestavil FBI?
Pravděpodobně se to nikdy nedozvíme, protože by to odhalilo vnitřní
fungování předního národního orgánu činného v trestním řízení, což
by nepochybně způsobilo značné rozpaky. FBI se tedy chystá
obkroužit vozy a zajistit, aby se to nikdy nestalo, což znamená, že
velká část pravdy o této události pravděpodobně zůstane navždy
skryta. Ještě horší je, že můžeme očekávat, že média budou i
nadále prosazovat svou šílenou teorii, že Garcia byl „nebílý bílý
supremacista“, bez ohledu na to, že toto tvrzení nedává vůbec žádný
smysl. Takto to sarkasticky shrnul analytik Michael Tracey:

Pokud je nebělošský „bílý supremacista“, znamená to, že věří ve svou vlastní
vrozenou rasovou méněcennost? @mtracey

Nechte na Tracey, aby odhalila imbecilitu memu, který se vzpírá
rozumu, ale na kterém média lpí jako na Svatém grálu. Je skutečně
šokující, že kdokoli může brát tento typ verbálního hucksterismu
vážně, když ve skutečnosti celá věc s „nebílou nadřazeností bílých“
je jedním z nejabsurdnějších výmyslů všech dob. Je to čistý blábol.
Kde bychom tedy měli hledat odpovědi? Kde můžeme najít
racionální vysvětlení těchto sporadických násilných činů?
Je jen jedno místo, kam se můžeme podívat; na duševní stav
osoby, která trestný čin spáchala . Tím musíme začít. Chceme-li
porozumět tomu, co muže vede k zabíjení náhodných lidí ve škole
nebo nákupním centru, musíme vědět něco o psychologii pachatele.
Naštěstí byly na toto téma napsány svazky respektovanými
odborníky, kteří toto téma prozkoumali, prostudovali data a vyvodili
své vlastní informované závěry. Podívej se:
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Téměř 17 % Američanů užívá psychiatrické léky s vedlejšími účinky, jako je
agresivní chování, hněv nebo násilí a jednání na základě nebezpečných
popudů ...
Psychofarmaka sotva pomáhají, když mezi jejich vedlejší účinky patří
zhoršující se deprese, nová nebo zhoršující se úzkost, neklid nebo neklid, záchvaty
paniky, nová nebo zhoršující se podrážděnost, agresivní chování, hněv nebo
násilí, působení na nebezpečné impulsy , extrémní zvýšení aktivity a mluvení
(mánie) a další neobvyklé změny v chování nebo náladě.
„Spíše než aby psychotropní látky pomáhaly jednotlivcům, odcizují je a tlačí
je do stále více potenciálně nebezpečného chování,“ říká prezidentka floridské
pobočky CCHR Diane Steinová.
Tato situace byla tak hrozná, že v roce 2004 vydala Federální protidrogová správa
varovnou nálepku „černá skříňka“, která uváděla, že užívání určitých antidepresiv
k léčbě depresivní poruchy u dospívajících může zvýšit riziko sebevražd,
vražd a jiných násilných činů. .
Studie s názvem Léky na předpis spojené s hlášeními o násilí vůči ostatním…
prohlásila… V 69měsíčním sledovaném období jsme identifikovali 484
hodnotitelných léků, které představovaly 780 169 hlášení závažných
nežádoucích účinků všeho druhu…. Případy násilí zahrnovaly 387 zpráv o
vraždě, 404 fyzických útoků, 27 případů naznačujících fyzické týrání, 896
zpráv o vražedných představách a 223 případů popsaných jako symptomy
související s násilím. „Psychiatrické drogy a vedlejší účinky – nespatřená ruka za
násilím v Americe “, Občanská komise pro lidská práva

Toto jsou oběti střelby v Texas Mall

https://www.cchrflorida.org/psychiatric-drugs-and-side-effects-the-unseen-hand-behind-violence-in-america
https://www.unz.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/TexasShooterMW-2.jpg
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Všechno to zní velmi vážně, že? Zní to jako něco, čeho by si politici
měli být vědomi, aby mohli zpřísnit předpisy pro tyto potenciálně
smrtelné léky. Také to zní jako něco, co by se farmaceutický průmysl
snažil udržet mimo noviny, aby lidé neviděli souvislost mezi těmito
léky a chaosem, který produkují. Jednoduše řečeno, pravda se
skrývá kvůli moci a ziskům. Co je ještě nového? Zde je další pozadí
z jiného článku:

Rostoucí počet školních střeleb a dalších střeleckých řádění se dopouštěli
jednotlivci pod vlivem psychiatrických drog, o nichž je známo, že způsobují
mánii, psychózu, násilí a dokonce i vraždy, nebo v odvykání od nich. Vezměme si
tento seznam 13 masakrů za posledních zhruba deset let, jejichž výsledkem bylo
54 mrtvých a 105 zraněných – a to jsou jen ty, kde jsou známé psychiatrické léky. V
jiných případech byly lékařské záznamy zapečetěny nebo pitevní zprávy nebyly
zveřejněny nebo v některých případech nebyly provedeny toxikologické testy za
účelem testování na psychiatrické drogy nebo nebyly zveřejněny….
Vzhledem k rostoucímu seznamu střelců, kteří užívali psychiatrické léky, vzhledem
ke skutečnosti, že 22 mezinárodních agentur pro regulaci drog varuje, že tyto léky
mohou způsobit násilí, mánii, psychózu, sebevraždy a dokonce i vraždy, a
vzhledem ke skutečnosti, že byla právě zveřejněna rozsáhlá studie potvrzující tyto
drogy vystavují lidi většímu riziku, že se stanou násilnými, tvrdí CCHR International:
„Jakékoli doporučení pro intenzivnější ‚léčbu‘ duševního zdraví, což
[nevyhnutelně] znamená, že těmto [psychiatrickým] drogám nasadí více lidí a
více dětí, je nejen nedbalé, ale zvažující možné následky, zločinci." ( „Skutečná
lekce Columbine: Psychiatrické drogy vyvolávají násilí “

Tak proč neoslovíme slona v místnosti? Existují nějaké pochybnosti
o tom, že střelec v nákupním středisku v oblasti Dallasu byl duševně
labilní, pravděpodobně měl v minulosti nějaké poradenství a léčbu a
mohl užívat silné psychiatrické léky? Kdybyste byl profesionálním
novinářem, není to místo, kde byste začali své vyšetřování, spíše
než abyste se snažili dát dohromady nějakou přitaženou za vlasy na
základě fotografií nacistických memorabilií na izolovaném příspěvku
na sociální síti?
Média a učenci v kabelových zprávách nám opakovaně říkají, že
„problémem jsou zbraně“, ale není případ silných
psychiatrických léků stejně přesvědčivý? Stojí za zmínku, že
zbraně samy nestřílí a že ze zbraní se obvykle nestřílí do davů,
pokud je neovládají nestabilní, vyšinutí lidé, kteří – častěji než ne –

https://psychiatricfraud.org/2011/04/the-real-lesson-of-columbine-psychiatric-drugs-induce-violence/
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mají nějakou vysledovatelnou mentální historii, ve které byli
diagnostikováni, poradili a léčeni. Vše, co chceme vědět, je, jaké
léky jim byly předepsány, abychom mohli lépe monitorovat jejich
užívání s cílem chránit veřejnost. Bohužel média nejsou ochotna
tyto informace poskytovat z důvodu zásadního střetu zájmů.
Platí je farmaceutické společnosti. Zde je více z článku Americké
psychiatrické asociace:

Souvislost mezi několika typy psychotropních léků a násilným chováním vůči
ostatním byla zdokumentována v nedávné studii…
Ve studii zveřejněné 15. prosince 2010… Zjistili, že během sledovaného období
bylo u 484 drog hlášeno 780 169 závažných nežádoucích příhod toho či onoho
druhu a z těchto závažných nežádoucích příhod bylo 1 937 násilných činů.
Definovali násilnou událost jako jakoukoli případovou zprávu obsahující jednu nebo
více z následujících položek: vražda, fyzické napadení, fyzické týrání, vražedné
myšlenky nebo symptomy související s násilím….
"Navíc antidepresiva vykazovala trvale zvýšené riziko, dokonce i ve srovnání s
antipsychotiky a stabilizátory nálady." . . .“
Paul Fink, MD, odborník na studium násilného chování a bývalý prezident APA,
komentoval. „Mohu vám říci, že jako psychiatr, který praktikoval dlouhou dobu,
jsem si nebyl vědom toho, že [vareniklin a antidepresiva] byly spojovány s
násilím vůči druhým. . . . Psychiatři a odborníci na duševní zdraví si musí být
této asociace vědomi.“ Studie neměla žádné vnější financování." Několik léků
spojených s násilnými činy

https://psychnews.psychiatryonline.org/doi/full/10.1176/pn.46.3.psychnews_46_3_022
https://www.unz.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/TexasShooterMW-3.jpg
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Mějte na paměti, že normální, dobře naladění muži, kteří jsou
šťastně ženatí a výdělečně činní, se nedopouštějí náhodného
vražedného násilí. Jsou to lidé, kteří mají vážné psychické problémy,
kteří možná vyhledali odbornou pomoc a kterým byly (často)
předepsány různé psychiatrické léky.
Tyto léky – ačkoli jsou pro mnohé prospěšné – mohou u malého
procenta uživatelů vést k nadměrnému násilí. Veřejnost musí o
těchto drogách vědět, aby mohla vyvážit jejich přínosy a rizika
pro veřejnou bezpečnost.Dosud se nepřipustilo, že tato rizika
vůbec existují. Místo toho byla veškerá vina připisována zbraním,
což pouze podpořilo větší nedůvěru jak k médiím, tak k politickému
establishmentu. Ve skutečnosti většina majitelů zbraní nyní věří, že
politici se o veřejnou bezpečnost vůbec nezajímají, ale pouze ji
využívají jako platformu pro prosazování svých vlastních úzkých
zájmů. Zdánlivě mezi tyto zájmy nyní patří zrušení druhého dodatku,
po kterém následuje odzbrojení amerického lidu. To je cíl a většina
majitelů zbraní ví, že to je cíl. Zde je jeden poslední klip z dopisu
editorovi s názvem Psychiatrické drogy jsou za násilím od Douga
Dalea:

https://www.cantonrep.com/story/opinion/2022/06/16/letter-editor-psychiatric-drugs-behind-violence/7624709001/
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Zatímco Kongres, obklopený ozbrojenými strážemi, detektory kovů, řetězovým
plotem a polovojenskými silami, debatuje o porušování ústavního práva
soukromých občanů na držení zbraní, není načase, aby se skutečně zabývali hlavní
příčinou těchto masových zabíjení?
Tyto události byly neslýchané, dokud před několika desetiletími nezačal FDA
schvalovat další psychiatrické léky. Od roku 2004 do roku 2009 výzkumníci,
kteří vstoupili do systému hlášení nežádoucích událostí FDA, odhalili, že 1
537 případů násilí bylo spojeno s 31 různými typy psychiatrických léků .
Jiné odborné studie dospěly k závěru, že pacienti neměli vražedné myšlenky až po
užití těchto léků. Od roku 1992 do roku 2017 bylo s těmito léky spojeno 37
školních střeleb. Ve zprávě předložené Senátu v roce 2014 se odhadovalo, že
90 % školních střelců užívalo antidepresiva. Je zřejmé, že to není duševní
zdraví člověka, ale drogy, které způsobují toto násilí.
Farmaceutická lobby přispívá stovkami milionů dolarů členům Kongresu, kteří
vytvářejí federální zákony. Kdo popře, že tyto drogy jsou hlavní příčinou
masového zabíjení? Budou to nevzdělaní političtí fanatici popíjející elixír kontroly
zbraní, politici přijímající příspěvky na kampaň od farmaceutické lobby,
farmaceutického průmyslu a/nebo lékaři prodávají tento jed veřejnosti, a pokud ano,
proč?…
V roce 2001 výrobce léků stáhl z trhu lék na cholesterol, protože byl spojen s 31
úmrtími. V masovém zabíjení jsme daleko za tímto číslem.
Kongres musí zakázat držení zbraní komukoli, komu jsou předepisovány tyto léky,
a pak přinejmenším učinit z federálního zločinu vypisování nových receptů. Jinak
lze jen konstatovat, že Kongres by se mohl méně starat o to, kolik vedlejších škod
způsobí.

Pokud chceme zastavit masové střílení, musíme přísně regulovat
psychiatrické léky, které je způsobují.

https://www.unz.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/TexasShooterMW-4.jpg
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Skrýt 215 komentářů Zanechat komentář
Commenters to Ignore...to FollowEndorsed Only
Trim Comments?

1. Dr. X says:
May 11, 2023 at 4:13 am GMT • 7.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Why do cops like the one pictured above need “assault
weapons”?

Gov. Inslee said “These weapons of war, assault weapons, have
no reason other than mass murder, Their only purpose is to kill
humans as rapidly as possible in large numbers” when he
banned them for everybody except the cops and except for his
own security detail.

Are we to conclude, then, that the cops are at war, and their job
is mass murder?

https://archive.is/EEufO

2. tonyatl says:
i am sure that there is a link, but there is also a link between mk-
ultra and ready to kill.

• Agree: Notsofast
• Thanks: Jefferson Temple
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Dr.+X
https://archive.is/EEufO
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=tonyatl
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Notsofast
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Jefferson+Temple
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3. Dumbo says:
May 11, 2023 at 4:16 am GMT • 7.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
It’s been long known that these SSRI drugs have paradoxical
side effects. But money talks.

I think violent culture and media + social alienation + easy drugs
= crazy people acting up on their worst urges.

It is almost always migrants or loners, too — people socially
alienated. In many cases now they are “gay, transgender or
gender-fluid”, that is, people with severe mental issues. The
drugs do not help.

I knew a couple of people on such meds. One of them attempted
suicide, cut all contact with his family, and became randomly
aggressive. And that was after the medications, not before.

4. RoboMoralFascist 1st says:
Of course there is a link between mass shootings, prescription
drugs and psychiatrists.

Therefore it is another vastly unknown correlation and
unreported story in the American MSM.

It is another feature characteristic of your anti-Christ culture.

• LOL: RadicalCenter
• Replies: @Hrw-500, @RadicalCenter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
5. Wiki says suburban Allen, Texas is 51% White and just 9.6%

black. Why would a “white supremacist” choose to attack a mall
there, rather than one in a black neighborhood in nearby Dallas?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allen,_Texas

• Agree: A. Clifton
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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6. Franz says:
May 11, 2023 at 4:35 am GMT • 7.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

So, why aren’t we addressing the elephant in the room?

Blame the Drug War. For once, it’s totally complicit.

The only one-stop substance that treats depression 100% is
opium. So go grow opium poppies in your garden and tell
everyone you’re going to treat your depression with Mother
Nature and watch how fast the DEA sticks you into a federal
prison.

Before the 1914 Harrison Act there was no Drug War. There was
also no “drug abuse”. If you wanted it you got it at an apothecary
and if you didn’t, you were safer because people who needed it
COULD get it.

When Nixon expanded it to include America’s own gestapo, the
DEA, things got worse and nastier. Then Reagan expanded it
further to intimidate doctors. One of the most respected
specialists locally was threatened with felony arrest for treating a
patient for pain. Doctors now pretty much have to answer to a
police state, believe it.

The idea Americans live in a free country is contradicted by
everything in public life, now including random bullets from
people who would be safely stashed in opium dens a couple
hours a week if there was even a small amount of * actual *
freedom.

• Agree: anarchyst, TKK
• Replies: @Francis Miville
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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7. Anonymous[151] • Disclaimer says:
May 11, 2023 at 4:36 am GMT • 7.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I’m an investigator for governmental and nongovernmental
entities and part of my work involves looking into a subject’s
mental health issues and/or mental health history.

I wish I had a dollar for every case I’ve seen where mere
recreational marijuana use develops into psychosis/psychotic
episodes and/or assorted schizoaffective disorders.

Perhaps the craziest part of it all is that there seems to be a
deafening silence on the issue and the public has zero
knowledge of this unfolding slow-motion societal catastrophe.

• Agree: Jay Fink, follyofwar, RockaBoatus
• Disagree: TKK, RadicalCenter
• Thanks: Emslander, Red Pill Angel, Je Suis Omar Mateen
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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8. RockaBoatus says:
May 11, 2023 at 4:42 am GMT • 7.1 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
In my prior profession as a law enforcement officer there wasn’t
a day that passed in which I did not have to deal with people
who were either crazed out of their heads, or so despondent that
they wanted to kill themselves. Every one of them were on some
kind of psychotropic drug that was medically prescribed.

Years ago, when it finally dawned on me how widespread this
problem was, I asked my beat partner: “Good Lord, is everyone
on some kind of mental drug?!”

Time after time, I discovered some of the same underlying
themes: (1) They had almost no coping skills to deal with
difficulties in life. (2) Almost all of them, seemingly, were
alcoholics. Alcohol abuse ran through almost all of these folks.
(3) Their food habits were atrocious. They survived off of
processed carbs, sugary drinks, and fast food. (4) Most of them
already had a narcotics addiction, and any prescribed
medication that was intended to ‘balance’ them out only made
things worse. (5) These folks were already dysfunctional. Their
personal lives were already a complete wreck.

I believe all of these together had a dramatic effect on their
outlook and mental stability. Depression was high among them,
and so they would seek relief from some pharmaceutical
pushers (known as medical doctors) who would prescribe them
psychotropic drugs that only served to exacerbate their
condition.

Few people stop to consider the long term effects this will have
on future generations. What new autoimmune conditions will
arise? What new diseases will come forth? How screwed up
hormonally will the coming generations be? What kinds of birth
defects will we have to deal with? What new mental problems
will have to be addressed?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=RockaBoatus
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These are the problems that we will have to face if we enact
laws that allow everyone to smoke, ingest, and shoot-up any
strange chemical concoction they might want.

Even though the U.S. government claims to have fought the
“drug war,” the truth is that the government fought it like they do
all their wars – namely, with one hand tied behind their back,
with glittery campaigns that prove empty, and with a whole lot of
wasteful taxpayer spending.

Just as Americans thought they could endlessly party, have sex
with no consequences, engage in excessive materialism, print
money like there’s no tomorrow, and continuously warmonger
abroad, but now realize that the proverbial chickens have come
home to roost – so also Americans are going to be forced to
realize that a nation doped up on either legal or illegal drugs will
only destroy itself and any future generations that arise.

No sane nation allows itself to commit suicide under the banner
of “freedom” and “personal liberty.”

• Agree: Robertson, follyofwar
• Thanks: Almost Missouri, Emslander, nokangaroos,
GomezAdddams
• LOL: Je Suis Omar Mateen
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
9. bert33 says:

May 11, 2023 at 4:49 am GMT • 7.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
how about abolishing all that mess and prescribediet rest
exercise and change of environment for people in mental or
emotional duress instead. no more pill dope. people will still get
high on drugs and commit crimes but there is no perfect world
and police will still have to shoot people sometimes.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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10. peterAUS says:

If we want to stop the mass shootings, we need to strictly regulate the
psychiatric medications that are causing them.

Didn’t know that all other developed world countries strictly
regulate psychiatric medications. Remaining Four Eyes in
particular.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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11. Zachary Smith says:
May 11, 2023 at 5:00 am GMT • 7.1 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
Whatever is happening with the Mass Shootings, it cannot be
on account of too many rapid-fire weapons in the hands of too
many people. So the search for other causes began several
years ago.

What’s behind the dubious claim that psychiatric drugs fuel
mass shootings?

 https://www.politifact.com/article/2019/aug/16/whats-behind-
dubious-claim-psychiatric-drugs-fuel-/

This first link highlights in bold print two items:
 1. The Church of Scientology hates psycho-drugs, and pushes

the the notion psychiatric drugs are the root cause for the
mayhem.

 2. An Obama death squad murdered whistleblower John
Noveske for exposing the psycho-drug >> mass shooting
connection. Regarding the latter:

But an Oregon State Police report of Noveske’s Jan. 4, 2013, fatal automobile
accident makes no mention of suspected foul play. The police report said
Noveske lost control of his car while traveling on an Oregon highway before
striking two large boulders. The vehicle rolled and ejected Noveske, who
according to police, was not wearing a seatbelt.

Many U.S. Mass Shooters Had Untreated Mental Illness:
Study

 https://myhealth.ucsd.edu/RelatedItems/6,1653363897

That turns the argument on its head – mentally ill people are
engaging in mass shootings because they aren’t taking psycho-
drugs to treat their condition.

A more general story:

The NRA theory that drugs cause mass shootings simply
doesn’t make sense.

 https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/take-charge-bipolar-

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zachary+Smith
https://www.politifact.com/article/2019/aug/16/whats-behind-dubious-claim-psychiatric-drugs-fuel-/
https://myhealth.ucsd.edu/RelatedItems/6,1653363897
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/take-charge-bipolar-disorder/201805/why-psychiatric-drugs-dont-cause-mass-shootings
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disorder/201805/why-psychiatric-drugs-dont-cause-mass-
shootings

Another article from Psychology Today closes with this:

I further contend there are powerful, divisive, and negative social forces at
work today that fuel the increase in mass public shootings. These factors
include but are not limited to: financial and healthcare fears, a declining belief
in the American dream, distrust of the government, racism, xenophobia,
religious and gender biases, hate crime, domestic terrorism, and near-
constant war since 2001. Political and social divisions fueled by seemingly
ubiquitous hate speech across media platforms over the last few years have
created an environment where violence is seemingly inevitable.

The above factors have led to fear, alienation, powerlessness, rage, and
nihilism for millions of people in our country. Tragically, but predictably, an
increasing number of Americans are striking out in horrible, public acts of
mass violence against innocent strangers that are driven by rage and
unfounded retribution.

The personality type who is willing to murder random strangers
would be more than happy to expand his body count. This is one
of several reasons Nuclear Electrical Power Generation is just
too dangerous for a society such as the one we currently live in.
An unbalanced person (or group of such people) with enough
cunning and patience could kill hundreds of thousands instead
of dozens.

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/wicked-
deeds/202206/the-real-reason-mass-shootings-are-the-rise

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/take-charge-bipolar-disorder/201805/why-psychiatric-drugs-dont-cause-mass-shootings
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/wicked-deeds/202206/the-real-reason-mass-shootings-are-the-rise
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12. goldgettin says:
The war on drugs ?

 The war on crime ?
 The war on terror ?
 The war on poverty ?

Blame the pimp, not the whore.

Where’s this MONEY coming from ?

How about a war on peace ? Or,
 sanity, and truth ?

Prophets, galore, for thee…

Work harder, vote and keep the faith.

• Agree: Emslander
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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13. Beast Jr. says:
May 11, 2023 at 6:13 am GMT • 7.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
A modern multi-racial/ethnic/cultural/religious/gender non-
society for a normal person not involved in mass propaganda
acts like a planetary zombie army. It is surprising that for random
mass killings of zombies, people do not use weapons of mass
destruction, or at least artillery and tank shells or trucks with
simple and powerful explosives. It seems that normal people are
waiting for the adeptus astartes, which makes a complete
exterminatus, but the god-emperor died, and all his children
became possessed by demons.

 It is obvious that deceitful China is spreading its totalitarian
influence on everyone else – remember their forcible vaccination
of people like cattle from their Chinese flu. The only way to stop
our destruction is to destroy China and establish a direct, fully
transparent democracy without any intermediaries – kings,
presidents, parliaments, secret services – information
technology allows us to do this.

• Troll: the Man Behind the Curtain
• Replies: @GomezAdddams
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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14. The Real World says:
May 11, 2023 at 6:15 am GMT • 7.1 days ago • 400 Words   ↑

…whether the killer had been on the FBI’s radar before the onslaught took
place. (as so many mass killers have been in the past.) Was he? Was
Mauricio Garcia on the list of potential “domestic terrorists” compiled by the
FBI?

Gee Mike, you’re missing the elephant in the room. Have many
of these shooters been “on the FBI’s radar” because they
actually groomed them, supplied them and set them up? Let’s
talk about that.

— In a nation of of over 340 million people, how is it that the FBI
would have had prior contact with a solid number of these
killers? So random, so miraculous. No, not likely either of those.

 — I don’t have evidence or even a link to provide but, after the
Parkland shooting (talk about an event that screamed ‘false
flag’!) I was reading some comments about there being a feeder
network of psychological professionals, and even some school
counselors, who provide dark forces (FBI?) with names of
young, vulnerable, likely already unstable, people. Mostly males,
obviously.

Then, who knows how the program works for grooming and
training them but, think MKUltra mind control and, yep, plenty of
psychotropic drugs. In the past, many of the young shooters
captured alive had bug eyes – really obvious – and that’s,
apparently, a side effect of one of the MKUltra drugs. Notice, in
the last few years, how they always wind-up dead now?

— The authorities sure are suspiciously holding back the
“manifesto”…lol, don’t we all have one of those; eyeroll?…of the
Nashville shooter. Could it be because she wrote about HOW
she got radicalized? About being recruited, trained, drugged,
etc? If they ever release it, you know it will have been massively
rewritten.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=The+Real+World
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Just saying, you missed the biggest probable angle in many of
these cases. Also, notice how they are now happening
constantly since the corruption heat has been turned-up to high
on the Brandon Mafioso Clan. Likely not a coincidence.

— Lastly, getting kids on prescription drugs is very common now
and parents often get paid monthly $$ by Uncle Sam if they
have their kid(s) on ADD, ADHD or other drugs. The pop
culture name for it is ‘crazy checks’ and those receiving them
have no embarrassment about it. They ask each other if they get
them. I see Urban Dictionary has scrubbed some of their prior,
more accurate, definitions about them.
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?
term=crazy%20checks Some other sites have too. This forum
page is from 2008 and talks about crazy checks.
https://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread365083/pg1

 A local teacher I know told me about them in 2017.

• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain, Bro43rd, xcd
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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15. Anon[418] • Disclaimer says:
May 11, 2023 at 6:32 am GMT • 7.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
When I was a kid in the mid 1960s, guns were in every
household rarely locked up. Kids would come home from school,
Mom would serve milk and cookies. Then a group of kids would
go out and plink tin cans. They’d carry all manner of guns on the
street. The littlest ones would tag along with their 22s.

There wasn’t ever a mass shooting – never ever.

Today guns are locked up, controlled, and few homes have
them. Yet – mass shootings happen routinely.

• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain
• Replies: @Cabystander
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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16. Mario Partisan says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:02 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
All these mass shooting stories are so tiresome. Each provokes
countless articles by good writers like Whitney discussing the
underlying causes, is it meds, alienation, structural social
problems, etc?

I’ve decided to stop giving any of them any attention. I assume,
from the get go, that they are made for tv dramas. You want to
analyze them? Fine. But understand that your essay is a work
artistic criticism – look at the holes in the story these writers
wrote, the camera contradicts the narration, the narrative
contradicts the story, etc. The problem with these takes is that
they assume the subject being discussed is real and not a
fictional drama.

Many critics are right that these dramas are used to push an
agenda. But every critical review that operates from the point of
view that the drama is an IRL event has already conceded to
those pushing the nefarious agenda.

 You have allowed them to set the terms of the debate.

At this point, after all the lies the TV and media outlets have told,
the most reasonable approach to take is that all these stories
are made up and it is on the shoulders of those telling them to
convince us they are not making them up. If I don’t witness it
with my own eyes, in real life, I refuse to even start a discussion
on whether the event justifies the curtailment of my rights for
“safety.”

• Agree: RadicalCenter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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17. Palmm says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:04 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

It’s actually shocking that anyone can take this type of verbal hucksterism
seriously when, in fact, the whole “non-white white supremacist” thing is one
of the most absurd concoctions of all time. It’s pure gibberish.

My guess, is the people pushing the “white supremacism”
rhetoric are projecting envy. They, whether intentional or not, are
assuming maybe there’s a class of “self hating minorities” who
realize what will happen as the White population continues to
proportionally decline.

Ironically, AFAIK, anti-psychotics are more effective than SSRIs,
and are one of the “pressure release valves” for the emptying of
insane asylums.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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18. Speermann says:

the whole “non-white white supremacist” thing is one of the most absurd
concoctions of all time. It’s pure gibberish.

Begins to cry. “I can’t talk about why the Chosen people are
supreme but white too.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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19. Brosi says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:34 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

If we want to stop the mass shootings, we need to strictly regulate the
psychiatric medications that are causing them.

LOL. If we want to stop the mass shootings we need to be clear
about who is staging them. The actual brain washed and mind
controlled shooters are the end effect, but the origins of this
attack against our culture begins far away.

We will never be able to stop the shooter if we can’t neither
identify who is programming and sending them out nor what
their real agenda is.

One thing should be obvious though: The shootings are part of
the same agenda as wokeism, climate hysteria, mRNA gene
therapy, CBDC and never ending wars.

• Agree: Notsofast
• Replies: @feeding baitfish
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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20. 24th Alabama says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:48 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Antidepressants are not the problem but the indiscriminate
prescribing of them may be.

 It is essential that the doctor have a complete social and
psychological study of the patient

 before writing a script. Shortcuts in mental health treatment are
dangerous.

Many of the mass shooters were abused, neglected and bullied
as children, full of rage and

 paranoid ideation which might have become latent. When you
give them a SSRI or any other CNS stimulant, there is a risk of
causing that rage to surface and be acted out in the most violent
way.

• Agree: The Real World
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

21. GMC says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:57 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
It’s just not the Drugs – they are watching the TV, listening to the
Hate speech which includes politicians calling for war and killing
of Chinese, Russians, Islamic and their leaders. Of course the
military and Intel assassins love to take out ” the Bad Guys”,
while the USG Media push the same agenda. The US , Israel
and the rest of the psychos have taken MK Ultra to levels
unknown, that will destroy country after country.

 And all those so called Professionals – from todays other article
– will gladly tag along with their higher I Qs and Egos.
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22. Zarathustra says:
May 11, 2023 at 8:16 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I would bet that many more shootings happen in cities than in
rural areas.

 Nothing better calms the soul than spend some time in the
nature. Fishing and camping comes to my mind. Drugs are no
good because they last for period of time in body and when they

 expire from the body and the persons is even more depressed.
 I also would say that people in cities should not have guns.

Particularly they should not have automatic long guns.
 Second amendment was targeted for protection of nation for

defense from outside enemy.
 So it should be void. There is no more outside threat to the

nation.

• Disagree: RadicalCenter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
23. meamjojo says:

May 11, 2023 at 8:41 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

“Here’s a question that every American should be able to answer: What
percentage of the killers—that have carried out mass shootings across the
United States—were on powerful psychiatric medications?”

The same amount who are involved in car accidents and have
worn-out tires?

The authorities never look at the obvious, whether it is mass
shootings caused by mind altering drugs or poorly maintained
cars or Covid deaths not caused by Covid infections..

Another possibility is environmental pollutants from the food and
water that we ingest daily.
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24. Lady Strange says:
May 11, 2023 at 8:45 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
“the whole “non-white white supremacist” thing is one of the
most absurd concoctions of all time. It’s pure gibberish”

No.

This is a tradition especially in South America where the racial
hierarchy is ancient, being the natural consequence of the
miscegenation that has been imposed on this unfortunate
continent.

There are even “gangs” that mix pseudo Nazi ideology (no more
serious than hells Angels, aryan brotherhood or ukronazis idiocy
), veneration for the Brazilian death squads, and who recruit
according to skin color.

And even though they would never be considered “whites” by
genuine Europeans, they really do consider themselves as
whites, just like this Allen shooter (who must have known this
type of gangs).

The fact that leftists are so happy to use this ambiguity does not
change the fact that it is a reality. I had seen a documentary at a
time when documentaries were reliable on this subject of the
South American neo Nazi gangs. I’m not making it up.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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25. Robertson says:
May 11, 2023 at 9:02 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The shootings will continue until the gun laws are changed in
accordance with Cabal desires.

The real question: Why are they so intent on taking our guns?
What are they planning to force on us that they are afraid we
would use guns to stave it off? Make bug-eating mandatory?
Forced military conscription? Forced vaccines at gunpoint?
Taking away private cars and forced bus-riding for the lower
90%? Forced sterilization for couples with more than 1 child?
They are after guns for a reason.

• Agree: Bro43rd
• Replies: @anonymous, @Robertson
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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26. Richard B says:
May 11, 2023 at 9:05 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Tyrone Shooze

What percentage of the killers—that have carried out mass shootings across
the United States—were on powerful psychiatric medications?

What percentage of the killers—that have carried out mass
shootings across the United States at the behest of a hostile
elite that controls it —were on powerful psychiatric medications
given to them by said elite’s stooges in the federal government?

FIFY

The most violent government on the planet, has the most violent people as it’s
subjects. Add in some psychotropic drugs, and there’s your answer.

The most violent race in the history of the world has groomed
the most violent people through a sinister program of non-stop
propaganda, brainwashing, and psychotropic drugs to help carry
out its destructive mission.*

FIFY, Again

In short, Destructive Mission Made Easy! Just Add
Psychotropic Drugs!

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Richard+B
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Chapter 17 • The Destructive Mission
The study of hundreds of volumes, during many years, gradually brought
realization that the essential truth of the story of Zion is all summed-up in Mr.
Maurice Samuel’s twenty-one words: “We Jews, the destroyers, will remain
the destroyer forever … nothing that the Gentiles will do will meet our needs
and demands.”

At first hearing they sound vainglorious or neurotic, but increasing knowledge
of the subject shows them to be honestly meant and carefully chosen. They
mean that a man who is born and continues a Jew acquires a destructive
mission which he cannot elude. If he deviates from this “Law” he is not a good
Jew, in the eyes of the elders; if he wishes or is compelled to be a good Jew,
he must conform to it.

This is the reason why the part played by those who directed “the Jews” in
history was bound to be a destructive one; and in our generation of the
Twentieth Century the destructive mission has attained its greatest force, with
results which cannot even yet be fully foreseen.

This is not an opinion of the present writer. Zionist scribes, apostate rabbis
and Gentile historians agree about the destructive purpose; it is not in dispute
among serious students and is probably the only point on which agreement is
unanimous.

All history is presented to the Jew in these terms: that destruction is the
condition of the fulfilment of the Judaic Law and of the ultimate Jewish
triumph.

https://www.unz.com/book/douglas_reed__the-controversy-of-
zion/

• Replies: @Your Answers
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27. Johnny LeBlanc says:
Follow the money. I would bet dollars to donuts some kike is
making millions pushing this poison, like the Sacklers and
opioids.

• Agree: HT
• Replies: @Red Pill Angel
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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28. roonaldo says:
May 11, 2023 at 9:53 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Every day the quacks dream up more syndromes, and more
drugs to mess with brain chemistry–keep us sick, keep
profiteering. A drug givin’ ya problems?–We got a drug for that,
and so on.

Which leads me to dust off “Let’s Eat Right to Keep Fit” by
Adelle Davis, an oldie but still goodie. There it is, Chapter 6, Dr.
Abram Hoffer of Saskatchewan, Canada. Seems to have pissed
off the psychiatrists by successfully using niacin to treat
schizophrenia. The shrinks said it interfered with their “therapy.”

• Agree: Notsofast, Robertson
• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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29. May 11, 2023 at 10:48 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
MW: “Congress needs to ban gun ownership from anyone being
prescribed these drugs,….If we want to stop the mass
shootings, we need to strictly regulate the psychiatric
medications that are causing them.”

And there it is, once again, at the Unz review, yet another inane
call for more government regulations as cure for whatever ails
us.

In Whitneys fantasy world, [and that of 99.9% of other Unz
writers and commenters], the government is going to heroically
march in and “fix” this problem [which it caused in the first
place], just like its “fixed” all the other problems it causes, [ eg:
war, inflation, poverty, racial division, environmental
destruction/pollution etc. etc.], right Mike?

This “just” in:

“Everything government touches turns to crap” Ringo Starr

“The kind of man who wants the government to adopt and
enforce his ideas is always the kind of man whose ideas are
idiotic” H.L.Mencken

“Government is a disease masquerading as its own cure” Robert
LeFevere

“The government is good at one thing. It knows how to break
your legs, and then hand you a crutch and say, “See if it weren’t
for the government, you wouldn’t be able to walk”. Harry
Browne.

 https://wiki.mises.org/wiki/Why_Government_Doesn%27t_Work

“Regards” onebornfree
 https://onebornfree-mythbusters.blogspot.com/

• Agree: Charles, Incisive One
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• Replies: @Punch Brother Punch
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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30. Anonymous[366] • Disclaimer says:

May 11, 2023 at 10:53 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@roonaldo

Which leads me to dust off “Let’s Eat Right to Keep Fit” by Adelle Davis, an
oldie but still goodie. There it is, Chapter 6, Dr. Abram Hoffer of
Saskatchewan, Canada. Seems to have pissed off the psychiatrists by
successfully using niacin to treat schizophrenia. The shrinks said it interfered
with their “therapy.”

In his book Spark: New Science of Exercise and the Brain , John
Ratey, M.D., who is professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical
School, says that he recommends to his patients hard cardio
exercise over any meds when dealing with issues involving
anxiety and depression. And that exercise levels out
neurotransmitters in the brain more perfectly than any
anxiety/depression medication can and that the latter merely
causes another chemical imbalance in the brain which requires
another drug to deal with the new brain chemical imbalance.

• Thanks: roonaldo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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31. Jay Fink says:
May 11, 2023 at 10:58 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Couldn’t it be that the type of people who have it in them to
commit a mass murder would be on these kind of drugs to begin
with? They were already identified as mentally unstable before
they started taking the drugs. A solution would be to greatly
expand our mental hospital system. If mass shooters were
institutionalized instead of roaming free most of these shootings
could have been avoided.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

32. anon[207] • Disclaimer says:
@Zachary Smith
https://breggin.com/Antidepressant-Drugs-Scientific-Resources

He’s not a Scientologist.

Riddle me this: how much money does the dreaded NRA spend
on lobbying, vs the pharmaceutical industry? Now how about the
respective advertising budgets?

So, yeah, gtfo with your “Psychology Today” bullshit.
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33. Mac_ says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:08 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
It’s unfortunate people listen to pharma con ‘docturs’. ssri’s and
other drugs, not good. Better to use natural if anything, herbs, or
look at b vitamins, though not eat food with ‘added vitamins’,
cereal etc, a con to dump iron in us, don’t eat extra iron, makes
us more magnetic, for electro schemes. Should ask why most
‘large’ brands’ have been doing it. It isn’t for our benefit.

Don’t think any shootings have been real, remember over half
million cons in kabal, can put on acts, and their con spawn also,
in skools, steering other young people, and as people go along,
‘locking down’ skools, and pushing bogus anti ‘terror’ bs, lets
them take away our own power.

In article – ‘ It sounds like something that policymakers should
be aware of so they can tighten regulations on these potentially-
lethal medications. It also sounds like something that
pharmaceutical industry would try to keep out of the newspapers
so people don’t see the connection between these drugs and the
mayhem they produce. Simply put, the truth is being hidden for
power and profits.’

‘policy govt state cons handed pharma cons hundreds of bilions
over decades, same cons. Look at covid vaxs con. On other
point, pharma cons don’t actualy need profit, they’re same con
kabal as money printers. money means nothing, they have
weapons now. The drugging as many as possible, has meant
more femy folowers, so agree power is the scheme. Half the
problem is people going along, not keeping whole. Its on every
person to do a part against schemes.

Toward that, should rethink – ‘Keep in mind, normal, well-
adjusted men who are happily married and gainfully employed,
do not commit random acts of homicidal violence. ‘

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Mac_
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Actualy thats as bad as drugging, supposed ‘well adjusted men’
and ‘gainfully employed’ –no one should be ‘adjusted’ to
anything going on the last two centuries, and ‘gainfully
employed’ – most ‘jobs’ are a cog in the cons wheel, not doing
anything for freedom or earth, which though not robbing others
is good, failure to make effort to stop the cons, isn’t, ignoring
destruction and paying tax to cons, isn’t, and on violence,
‘random’ acts bad, but physical force for good purpose is good.
Suggest make note.

Have to snap out of false femy sub-urb image, false focus
pushed by the cons and teevee etc since the fifties. Should have
been living different, tribes, weapons, not fake money, and
shoving back ‘state’ cons etc. De-feminize.

The situation on pharma drugs, if we shared info around us,
could make a diff, in more people know to look at natural, and
get off pharma, more could be stronger against the cons.

The cons use gang effort, counting on us to not to share info.
Thing is to do opposite.

Appreciate the article.

• Replies: @DCThrowback
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
34. Shamu says:

@Tyrone Shooze
You forgot to mention that Big Pharma is evil because it LOVES
money at least as much as any ‘dope’ cartel. Sand Big Pharma
pays big money to bribe politicians to keep their legal dope
flowing, no matter how many die and get harmed.
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35. USA1943 says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:15 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I was told thar if a person was on psychiatric drugs prescribed
by a doctor, that person will behave normally and be less
depressed, It is ONLY when a person gets off Psychiatric
Medication does the possibility of that person doing something
bad exist, once they stop taking Meds without the Psychiatrist
weaning them off it, they will be far more likely to do something
bad, if the Doctor weans them off gradually they will not have
any problems with behavior whatsoever.

• Disagree: Emslander, Incisive One
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

36. lavoisier says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:16 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dr. X

Why do cops like the one pictured above need “assault weapons”?

Good point. And the first group of people to be forced to turn in
their assault weapons after the insane are any military members
stationed at home, the police, and of course the FBI.

As America has devolved into a police state under the control of
a hostile elite, no point in forcing the citizens to give up their
assault weapons while these arms remain in the hands of a
militarized police state doing the bidding of their evil masters.

• Replies: @Anthony Aaron
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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37. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:21 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

In 2001, a drug manufacturer removed a cholesterol drug from the market
because it was linked to 31 deaths. We are way past that number in mass
killings.

Is that really true? Which drug was that? I wonder if the story is
getting something confused.

There’s no question something has changed in American society
and it isn’t guns. As late as the 1960s it was commonplace for
American students to learn to shoot together in school. Why are
the kids on so many drugs, though? Beginning with LBJ Zionist
control of the USA led to increasing strain on the federal budget
due to its inability to simultaneously fund both the Vietnam War
and the Great Society programs. The root cause of the
medication is the decline of families brought on by excessive
taxation and inflation – the result of decades of policy supporting
the Jewish over class and the black underclass (not to mention
the totally unnecessary Hindu parasite infestation) and various
foreign dependencies which are largely not worth defending at
everyone else’s expense. The solution is a middle-class revolt
that can bring together Hispanics, whites and Orientals in the
center and bring back traditional morality and a government that
prioritizes normal Americans over the current freak show. I think
the Mormon church is best placed to effect this change in the
long run, and is certainly appropriately anti-drug.

• Replies: @Bro43rd
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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38. BuelahMan says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:22 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous
I wish I had a dollar for every time an anonymous
“governmental” agent who is anti-cannabis used an argument
suggesting causation, when in fact his argument contains no
causative proof.

Frankly, if you are or were a governmental investigator, then
virtually nothing you write can be trusted as whole truth.

• Agree: Bro43rd, Mark G.
• Replies: @Anonymous, @TKK
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
39. Tyrone Shooze says:

May 11, 2023 at 11:23 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@GMC

they are watching the TV, listening to the Hate speech which includes
politicians calling for war and killing

Yes, and they are paying close attention to their governmental
leaders who solve all of their problems with violence. It’s non-
negotiable. It is the entity that is the quickiest to kill. They also
notice their cinema heros also solve all of their problems with
violence, win the day, get the girl, and don a white hat….. It
permeates everything.

• Agree: GMC
• Replies: @GMC
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40. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:28 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Lady Strange

South American neo Nazi gangs

Nazism was always about putting the interests of the lower
middle class first which is where a lot of Hispanics sit in the USA
now. Fascism was also most popular in catholic countries which
is also big in Latin America. Frankly, even during Hitler’s time
many pointed out how the typical German was brown-haired and
a little swarthy, and not as white as Hitler’s blond-haired, blue-
eyed ideal, just as you have pointed out in the Latin American
example. These comparisons miss the real point of the
movement (perhaps intentionally) which was primarily class
warfare of lower middles against the financial oligarchs.

In any case Germany was a much older country in the 1930s
(the first Reich really did last 1,000 years and was relatively
tolerant towards Jews) than the United States is now so I do not
think outright Nazism is the answer. UK and Scandinavia on the
other hand… could be trouble of a similar sort.

• Replies: @24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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41. anonymous[194] • Disclaimer says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:30 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
You live in a culture in which something like 60-70 million
children have been killed in the womb by “mommy” since 1973.
How many who survived the suction cup since 1973 were
subsequently raped, maimed or murdered? The Jewnited States
is a perverse society run by ((perverts)). All of the pathologies
unleashed in the 1960s have come home. The bitter legacy of
the 19th Amendment is now inescapable. We live in a society in
which a man can have his life destroyed for asking the wrong
woman out at the wrong time of month, but a tranny can rape a
child in a restroom and walk free. American women burned their
bras for affirmative action, but stay mum about unisex
bathrooms where trannies get to pee alongside their six-year old
daughters. It’s a bullshit society dominated by lies. Oh, and
something else: you can guilt-trip a man, but rarely a woman.
Women don’t give a shit how much the policies they favor
destroy others, just as long as they get theirs. They won’t care
until social decay starts causing them real pain the way it does
everyone else in the family. May they suffer the equivalent of
medieval torture.

• Replies: @ThreeCranes
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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42. anonymous[427] • Disclaimer says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:33 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Robertson
Simple: if people cannot defend themselves, they cannot resist
when the state decides to take everything away from them.
You’ll notice its kikes on television and in academia who are
pushing for an end to the Second Amendment the most. BTW,
jews are buying up guns like they’re going out of style these
days. Weapons for me, but not for thee. You fucking American
morons stood pat while these predators took over your society.

• Replies: @Jim Bob Lassiter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
43. Anonymous[420] • Disclaimer says:

@Tyrone Shooze
The difference is that the mass shooters maybe on psychotic
drugs but the likes of the neocons are on naturally occurring
chemicals such as a jingoism or narcissism and there is no cure
for it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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44. Commentator Mike says:

This book is more about serial killers than mass murderers but it
answered many questions.

I haven’t heard of cases where serial killers develop into mass
murderers except in the movie Assault on Wall Street.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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45. feeding baitfish says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:43 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Brosi
It is quite obvious many of these astroturfed mass shootings
have an agenda.

 To understand this try to analyse.

Who is the sender of the message.

What is the message.

Who is the message directed at.

In Norway we had a anti LGTB shooting last summer, wich had
many of the signs of a false flag shooting.

A handicapped girl was exposed at lying about being shot.
 The newspapers who reported it had to admitt it publicly.

 The secret police and the military intelligence are now in a
conflict and blaming each other.

 None of these agencys managed to expose this.
 This shows to me atleast that our security apparatus is

comprimised.
 Anyone not seeing this can be accused of having a agenda if not

outright being stupid.

There are many similarities between the suspected false flag
shootings, and one similarity is that they are directed as a form
of pro active meassures against what the ruling elites see as
their enemies.

In Norway they have tried to connect suspected false flags
shootings with naziism, nationalism, anti LGBT, islam and even
christianity.

Cui bono

Operation Gladio seems to fit the bill.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=feeding+baitfish
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• Replies: @Brosi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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46. Notsofast says:

May 11, 2023 at 11:43 am GMT • 6.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@GMC
all excellent points and may i add first person shooter video
games. armerica’s army is not only a recruiting tool but an
incredibly effective way to desensitize the underdeveloped teen
minds to killing on a mass scale. the drones they use have video
game style controls, so the teens get their training before you
have to pay them.

• Agree: Biff
• Replies: @GMC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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47. Notsofast says:

@Dr. X
they need the assault rifles to to shoot the crazed psyco killers,
they create and arm with the same weapons.
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48. Hrw-500 says:
@RoboMoralFascist 1st
There’s an article who mentioned that point along with a video of
RFK Jr. talking of this with Mark Steyn.

 https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2023/05/rfk_jr_breaks_yet
_another_taboo_this_time_with_profound_second_amendment_
implications.html

 https://www.air.tv/watch?v=RjNpgu8ETlOIBFjNB1JDNw

• Replies: @RoboMoralFascist 1st
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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49. Ok, boomer says:

https://pierrekory.substack.com/p/how-the-fda-buried-the-
dangers-of

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

50. Jim Bob Lassiter says:
@Zarathustra
“Second amendment was targeted for protection of nation for
defense from outside enemy.”

Bullshit. The 2nd amendment is for that occasional “watering of
the roots of liberty with the blood of [internal] tyrants.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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51. Anonymous[146] • Disclaimer says:

High strength cannabis does it..

• Replies: @Notsofast
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52. Kukulkan says:
May 11, 2023 at 12:44 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Have anyone thought that people on psychatric medication have
some mental imbalance ? , some mental illness ?

Have anyone thought that in the USA , and in Europe , people
demand , energically demand to the pysichatrists to be given
psychiatric medication to relief school failure , academic failure ,
alcohol and drug abuse , adaptation problems derived from low
or borderline Intellectual Cocient , marital problems, divorces ,
work failures , medical illnesses , life failures and even
existencial emptines ?

Since the West is the best , westeners do not tolerate human
limitations , and demand to be happy , demand to be medicated
to have the hapiness and succes that they deserve , as the
western science and governments promise to them

And now we have to read that if a moron , a deranged , a
criminal , does something wrong it is the fault of the
antidepressant , not of the guy that takes the antidepressant . It
is pure western angelism , pure nonsense .

53. bj0311 says:
May 11, 2023 at 12:45 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

So, why aren’t we addressing the elephant in the room?

This is the elephant. The administration of psychotropic drugs is
an exercise in medical experimentation and they do not tell you
this. There are no tests to determine if your “brain chemistry” is
skewed and needs adjustment, they just guess AND we do not
know what really happens because this is a totally uncontrolled
experiment—one of the longest running ever. So many side
effects and so little time–sigh.

• Agree: RoatanBill
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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54. Walter says:
“Every time somebody goes on a shooting spree, they try to take
the guns away from the people who did not do it.” Burroughs.

• Replies: @Supply and Demand
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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55. BigJimSportCamper says:

May 11, 2023 at 1:04 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zarathustra
Oath of office – “…enemies FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.”

 Please show us the section in the Second Amendment that
refers to only an ‘outside’ enemy.

 From my perch on this sordid earth, there are plenty of outside
threats to this nation. Those threats were created by our
government’s reckless foreign policy for decades.

 But they can’t hold candle to the threats posed by our own
government – against US.

 But by all means feel free to be defenseless.
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56. dogismyth says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:10 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
When our disastrous and violent government sets the pace, you
would expect this type of outcome. And taxpayers continue to
pay for this illegal, treasonous and murderous government and
especially its leaders who can hardly be considered “human”.
And americans continue to look the other way and ignore the
obvious because of the blood-stained luxuries of life in the US
that are accepted without an afterthought.

Let’s see how many christians seeking eternal heaven with their
creator begin to refuse to pay taxes and turn their backs on
government mandates. Along with abortion, you guys are on the
hook.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

57. Anonymous[366] • Disclaimer says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:11 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@BuelahMan

Frankly, if you are or were a governmental investigator, then virtually nothing
you write can be trusted as whole truth.

Trust me, your government and TPTB want you using marijuana.
In the 60’s it was the soma of Huxley’s Brave New World. Now
its purpose is way beyond that and it’s a societal wrecking ball.

• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain
• LOL: A. Clifton
• Replies: @BuelahMan
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58. Emslander says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:12 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
I haven’t read this article, yet, but my answer to the question is
YES, a thousand times yes.

I have family experience with this. As parents, we have gone
through years of hell because a child of ours started taking these
drugs prescribed by a doctor at her college. She came home
and the first doctor we took her to after being assaulted by
behavior that was 180 degrees from her behavior up to that
time, the local doctor said it was the SSRI shit that was making
her crazy.

I won’t describe the treatments and the various diagnoses that
came from multiple experts before she finally became capable of
living with us in peace. It ruined her career and much of her life,
decades of her life. I know we’re not alone.

Amazingly, the NYT identified these drugs as dangerous twenty-
five years ago and had regular articles on their danger.

Those SSRI’s were cooked up in hell by the lowest evil spirits.

• Agree: Bro43rd
• Replies: @RoatanBill
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59. Observator says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:12 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Thanks for this article on an important topic that merits honest
public debate. It strikes me that bemoaning that there is a “mass
shooting” every day while there are almost four hundred million
guns in the country fails to notice that these horrific incidents are
literally less than one-in-a-million events. It seems a reasoned,
not-hysterical approach might be to be pleased that they are so
rare, rather than allow one’s emotions to be manipulated by
sensationalized media coverage and the sleazy self-seeking
politicians on both sides of the firearms debate. Anxious,
frightened people are always the easiest to control, after all.
Given the unspeakably taboo yet painful reality that state-
sponsored violence is inherent in imperialism, and exerts a toxic
influence throughout the culture, it could been seen as a
testimony to the decency of the American character that so few
of us go over the edge, “medicated” or otherwise.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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60. Sparkon says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:16 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Some nice swings by Mike Whitney and others at the wrong ball.

The mental health crisis in the United States began after Pres.
Ronald Reagan’s Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981
repealed most of the Mental Health Systems Act.

In 1981 President Ronald Reagan, who had made major efforts during his
Governorship to reduce funding and enlistment for California mental
institutions, pushed a political effort through the U.S. Congress to repeal
most of MHSA. The MHSA was considered landmark legislation in mental
health care policy.

[my bold]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mental_Health_Systems_Act_of_19
80

As a result, almost all of the community mental health clinics,
insane asylums and nut houses in the United States were de-
funded and ultimately shut down, giving lunatics everywhere free
reign to unleash their craziness on the community without much
further guidance or monitoring beyond dosing them with
pyschoactive drugs.

61. HT says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:16 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The most obvious thing that should be investigated regarding
mass shootings, the use of drugs, both legal and illegal, will
never be investigated because it will prove the correlation. First,
we must understand, our rulers don’t want to fix the problem of
mass shootings. They just want to disarm law abiding White
people so we have no way to defend ourselves from their black
pets. And when the time comes to drag us from our homes, we
will have no way to resist.

• Agree: Johnny LeBlanc, Bro43rd, RadicalCenter, Adolf Smith
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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62. American Citizen says:
@Tyrone Shooze
Columbine was the last time I remember there being any media
coverage/stories/points made about what medicines the two
killers were on, for how long, and did they stop taking them.

• Replies: @che guava
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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63. Jim Bob Lassiter says:

@anonymous
Not that I disbelieve you, but please tell me how we can know
about civilian Jew gun buying trends in America.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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64. Emslander says:

@JimDandy

Isn’t amazing what a destructive force Big Pharma really is?

When these entities get together and decide that they’re capable
of playing God, you end up with them only playing into the hands
of God’s opposition.
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65. anonymous[139] • Disclaimer says:
May 11, 2023 at 1:34 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@RockaBoatus

medical doctors) who would prescribe them psychotropic drugs that only
served to exacerbate their condition

In fairness to the doctors the clients lie to them about their drug
and alcohol use, pretending to be clean when in fact they’re
using on top of the psychotropic drugs. Obviously this thwarts
the intended treatment plan. What the results are of this cocktail
of legal and illegal drugs can’t possibly be good but it stems from
the basic dishonesty of the client and the gullibility of the doctor
who has only the patient’s word of honor to go by. The marijuana
is strong and available in abundance, psychedelics are floating
around, stimulants and old fashioned booze are around as well
as who knows what else. Also, don’t overlook the fact that a lot
up people like the feeling of being jacked up and acting out. It
gives them a rush and they repeat it even though it has inherent
dangers for them.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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66. Supply and Demand says:

@Walter
whites commit mass shootings.

 I want guns taken away from whites.

It’s not that hard of a concept to grasp.

• Troll: Red Pill Angel
• Replies: @HT
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67. Bro43rd says:
@Anonymous
You lie! Citations if you aren’t.

• Thanks: Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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68. Cabystander says:

May 11, 2023 at 2:35 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon
My mother started school at the beginning of the Depression.
Graduated high school 1941.

Once, when the subject of “guns in school ” came up she
commented: “All the poor kids brought rifles with them. Left them
in the principals office during the day. Their job was to get dinner
on the way home. Ammunition was expensive, for every round
expended, there had better be a rabbit, squirrel, groundhog or
something. These kids were good shots. We never thought
anything about it.”

• Replies: @anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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69. Bro43rd says:

@the Man Behind the Curtain
https://www.nytimes.com/2001/08/08/business/bayer-pulls-
cholesterol-drug-after-side-effects-linked-to-31-deaths.html

• Thanks: the Man Behind the Curtain
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70. HT says:
May 11, 2023 at 2:52 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Supply and Demand

whites commit mass shootings.
 I want guns taken away from whites.

It’s not that hard of a concept to grasp.

The FBI defines a mass shooting as 5 or more shot. Blacks
commit the vast majority of mass shootings in our ghetto
sewers. They always use illegal guns proving gun control
doesn’t really work. Most are drug and gang related. Stop mass
shootings by keeping black criminals in prison or executing
them.

• Agree: Johnny LeBlanc
• Replies: @Supply and Demand
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71. RadicalCenter says:

“Drugged-up and ready to kill” – probably a good description of
the armored scumbag in the opening photo.

• Replies: @Bro43rd
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72. Charles says:

The mall shooter could be a genuine Klansman – have we
forgotten Clayton Bigsby?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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73. follyofwar says:
May 11, 2023 at 2:57 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dumbo
It’s a mistake to lump all these psychotropic drugs together.
Whitney pointed out that Mood Stabilizers (such a Lamictal) do
not have the same elevated risk profile associated with anti-
depressants. And all AD’s are not the same either. I’m not
exaggerating to say that being prescribed a mood stabilizer
saved my life when all else failed.

By all means, every one of these spree killers should be
checked for AD’s in their system and isolate what kind they’re
taking, just like they are checked for alcohol and illegal drugs.

The worst thing you can do is make AD junkies withdraw from
the drug cold turkey. They must be slowly weaned off, a project
which must be supervised by a professional and could take
months to complete. Don’t throw out the baby with the bath
water.
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74. RadicalCenter says:
May 11, 2023 at 2:59 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Sparkon
You’re right that most people don’t know the facts you just
stated, and thank you.

But Reagan has not been governor of California for nearly half a
century already. The federal legislative repeal you mention took
place over four decades ago.

So it’s good to know what Reagan et al. did way back then. But
that was a long time ago. And Democrats have had large
majorities in both houses of the state legislature in California for
a long while now.

We Californians also have public-initiated initiatives, known as
ballot propositions. Lotta years to get this on the ballot, yet
nothing.

Was the entire state of California, and the entire USA, too
fucking mentally retarded to change things over all these years
since bias ? Just keep living and wallowing in shit and blame
someone long gone?

• Replies: @Sparkon
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75. Red Pill Angel says:
May 11, 2023 at 3:02 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Johnny LeBlanc
Follow the money. I would bet dollars to donuts some kike is
making millions pushing this poison, like the Sacklers and
opioids.

Big Pharma is out of control. SSRIs are extremely difficult to
stop, with horrible withdrawal symptoms such as “brain zaps.”
Yet Big Pharma claims SSRIs are not addictive because people
don’t crave them. No, they just run back to them out of sheer
terror of withdrawal that goes on forever. Millions of people are
stuck on these drugs. What a nice little cash cow! Half my
friends and family are on this garbage. I am This Close to voting
for RFK.

• Agree: Johnny LeBlanc
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76. TKK says:
May 11, 2023 at 3:08 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Tyrone Shooze
You win nothing.

Because you are a fool of catastrophic dimensions.

You have no passport. You have not traveled. You have no
knowledge of anything other than what is fed to you by the MSM
and Black Rock.

I have traveled to many countries that are far more violent than
the USA.

But they are far safer. Why?

Because they still have a family. Someone to leave the light on
when you are coming home late. Someone to bring you an icy
Ginger Ale when you are sick.

Is it really that simple? Is the nuclear family that important?

Yes.
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77. Mac_ says:
May 11, 2023 at 3:20 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Few thoughts on comment forty, what happens when they cut off
the drugs, no warning, and cut money, no ‘weaning. They
already do mass to cause suffering, obviously, false ‘wars,
‘covid’, suicides, vaxs deaths etc. They want people drugged, so
don’t have as much fight instinct, and cutting off is also a
weapon. Just think the last thing anyone would want is to be
hooked on anything connected to pharma cons. The number of
people on mental pharma is indication of not recognizing the
cons are in everything. The homeless, how many because of
being unbalanced by pharma drugs. Its a lot to recognize the
many angles the cons use to weaken -while pretending to ‘help’,
how sick they are, though by now more should know.

Think for many reasons better other choices or focus.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

78. TKK says:
@BuelahMan

If you take a high THC edible, you have divine powers of
observation, connection and wisdom.

This cannot be allowed.
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79. follyofwar says:
May 11, 2023 at 3:21 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Alex Berenson, who is best known for publicizing the extreme
dangers of the Covid shots, has also done a deep dive into the
dangers of cannabis. Today’s cannabis is not your parent’s
cannabis from the 60’s and 70’s. It is MUCH more potent and
associated with the development of schizo behavior and other
anti-social problems.

Legalizing all drugs, as many libertarians advocate, is no
solution. As studies have shown in European countries who tried
it (then rejected it), it only makes the problem worse.

• Agree: Dutch Boy, Arthur MacBride, Lady Strange
• Replies: @Dutch Boy
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80. loner feral cat says:
May 11, 2023 at 3:22 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@RockaBoatus
My brutal old-man was a violent predator. Throughout the
formative years, in fits of spontaneous rage, he’d beat me and
my older brother, giving no quarter. A childhood of sustained
physical and psychological trauma.

Years later, in an exam with a VA primary care physician, I was
told that I had every PTSD symptom in the book. And was
offered both psychiatric counseling and pharmaceutical
medication.

I’d ridden life’s roller-coaster and burned every bridge I ever
crossed. But in those special times when that cold gun was on
my temple or that warm rope was around my neck, an
unexplainable intervention occurred.

Mysterious encounters with guardian angels or spirit guides, and
subtle requests that I reconsider the suicide, and not to give up,
albeit seemingly at the rock bottom of this world’s abyss.

And so I did. And to this day, I believe it was those ethereal
angels or guides who arrived, at the darkest hours, to save me
from myself. And you know what? Literally, life got an order-of-
magnitude better each time, like some kind of miracle.

And although I didn’t dare relate those mystical experiences to
the primary care physician, I did tell her that the counseling
and/or medication wouldn’t be necessary, as I’d learned,
although somewhat late, to be mindful only of each and every
precious moment in life. And that this was my prescription, for
improving the quality of mental health.

Surf, or die.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=loner+feral+cat
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• Thanks: Emslander, Red Pill Angel, roonaldo, Arthur
MacBride, Mark G.
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81. The seventh column says:

Why don’t mr Whitney writes about Putin and Ukraine anymore?

• Replies: @Notsofast
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82. Vonu says:

May 11, 2023 at 3:24 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
One has to wonder why any mention of mass shooting in Texas
doesn’t automatically bring up the West Freeway Church of
Christ shooting, unless of course, it was a dramatic
demonstration of what happens when a bad guy with a gun
encounters a good guy with a gun.

 wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Freeway_Church_of_Christ_shooting
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83. The seventh column says:
Where is your só proclaimed Putin’s winter offensive?
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84. RadicalCenter says:
May 11, 2023 at 3:34 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RoboMoralFascist 1st
Yes, I can see how not believing that a long-dead human being
is a “prophet” or “son of God” would cause insanity and cruelty
such as unprovoked shootings of innocent people. What?

Perhaps “godlessness”, the destruction of the traditional male-
female nuclear family, the encouragement of commitment-less
sex, the overprescription of profitable psychotropic drugs, and
hopelessness might better be blamed. Harboring absurd beliefs
about jesus doesn’t necessarily tend to make a person any
kinder or safer. One can be godly, and good, without believing
that dreck.

Following the golden rule and the Ten Commandments, though,
that makes a big difference. It is possible to follow these
principles and advice without believing embarrassingly stupid
false nonsense about jesus, mohammad, or any other self-
aggrandizing or mentally ill man.

Sane people are not ”anti-christ” merely because they find the
jesus myth ridiculous and pointless.

• Agree: Pop Warner
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85. RoboMoralFascist 1st says:

@Hrw-500
Appreciate the info/link.
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86. GMC says:
May 11, 2023 at 3:54 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Tyrone Shooze
Excuse my French TS, but it’s possible that Parts of the US are
on a one way L train headed towards one big Open Aired
Psychiatric Monkey F.. Asylum, where guns, drugs, and mass
violence are the Norm.While their “illuminescent Doctors,
Psychiatrists and Pharmacists dba Politicians” are hid quietly
away in the gated communities , far from the patients. If I lived a
few to 5 miles from a place like the South Side of Chicago – I’d
have an escape route – 30 years ago! lol
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87. Dr. Rock says:
May 11, 2023 at 3:56 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Well, while you are 100% right, you are looking at this all wrong-

First of all, let’s be honest, the “powers at be” don’t want to stop
mass shootings, they want more mass shootings. Isn’t that
obvious by now? What “we” are doing is yielding more, so it’s on
purpose, not an accident, and not some unexplained tragedy.

 Mass Shootings are the primary weapon of the gun control
crowd, and that includes Big Government that desperately wants
to disarm us.

 They want more, and more, especially school shootings, it’s their
bread and butter. They want them live streamed, they want huge
body counts, they want all the press coverage, they want
grieving parents and friends, and tears, and sobbing, and
funerals… It’s their preferred narrative.

Also, everybody knows that our society, culture, and nation is
creating, fueling, exacerbating the current “mental health crisis”.
That too is on purpose. They want us scared, unsure,
medicated, dependent, distrustful, and angry.

And, nothing makes a parent more of a government dependent
peon than a disabled child! It’s saddles them for life. So crazy
kids, makes for better subjects.

The current race to make your kids crazy, and their parents
slaves, is tranny’ism. What more proof do you need?

Sure, Big Pharma is making money, by sacrificing us, our kids,
our nation, our safety, but that’s only one component. The larger
goal is a fractured society, gun control, and absolute government
dependence.

• Thanks: xcd
• Replies: @che guava
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88. Robert 676767 says:

May 11, 2023 at 4:11 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
It is worth noting the response of the Serbian government to two
mass shooting in their country. They call the cause “the
normalization of violence.”* There is a book titled “On Killing”**
written by retired U.S. military psychologist Lt Col Grossman
which explains the mechanisms for enabling people to kill other
people. Both the Serbian government and Lt Col Grossman
explain we have created a culture of violence which fosters the
mass shootings as we are seeing. Much of it is psychological
propagated by violent movies, video games, and violent
behaivor on the part of adults which children see along with bad
med’s as mentioned by this article here; and yes part of it is a
general population that has been nurtured on violence having
access to guns that can spray a lot of bullets in a short period of
time. There is a chain of circumstances that enable, and
eventually cause one to kill. That entire chain needs to be de-
constructed.

This is no new revelation. The real question is why do so many
people close their eyes to it?

*https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/5/7/normalisation-of-
violence-what-led-to-serbia-mass-shootings

** https://grossmanontruth.com/product/on-killing/
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89. May 11, 2023 at 4:15 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Whenever I read a thoughtful essay, in order to educate myself
more, I go to DaLimbraw Library to get a broader view. I have
learned this – CULTURE forms our society and gradually
determines the nature of our institutions – therefore,
micromanagement in order to correct institutional behavior is
impossible without a change of mind in CULTURE! Thus…….

Bad news – it’s BAD – really BAD!
 Good news – we can see it coming – if you have a sense of

history!
 Bad news – those who cause it cannot see it coming – they

have no sense at all!
 Good news – therefore they are unprepared to deal with the

breadth of its consequences.
 Bad news – that causes BAD things to happen!

 Good news – they will lose not only because they are evil – but
incompetent!

And that is the good news!…….

…….No, we don’t know the day or the hour – but we can clearly
see the pattern from history as explained by the authors of 4GW.

Let’s also understand something – I do not expect everyone to
read these – only those who have a passion for understanding
and perhaps actually establishing their own mentoring circle.
Intellectual curiosity is a must at DaLimbrawLibrary – a library of
references – designed to be used as the need to know,
understand and research comes up!

If you somehow stumbled onto this blog site and are wondering
what is going on here

In the meantime, all the signs of DaPerfectStorm are lining up –
so be prepared!
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Vox Day:

The Deep State is playing an incredibly dangerous game here
and has been for some time. The thing is, no matter how it turns
out, they are not going to win. Messrs. Van Creveld and Lind
seldom see eye to eye politically, so when they are both seeing
the same danger on the horizon, it behooves one to pay very
close attention.

I culled this from a list of headnotes at –

https://crushlimbraw.blogspot.com/search?
q=Culture+William+Lind&m=1

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

90. GMC says:
May 11, 2023 at 4:15 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Notsofast
So True Bud, The recruiters love to get their hands on Alaskan
kids and most Rural kids because they already know weapons,
hunting and surviving. I kept my promise to my 1st wife , to stear
our boys away from the military { being that she saw us Nam
vets and the scars} but my grand kids are harder to check on
since I’m not there. And I have 2 grandsons and 1
granddaughter that are very, very good in the woods, mountains
etc. No one is safe with these Psychopaths at the controls.
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91. che guava says:
May 11, 2023 at 4:15 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@American Citizen
Whitney should have had more of a spotlight on the Columbine
pair.

Both were on drug cocktails, but ‘Luvox’ was prominent. U.S.
trade-name for a type of ‘antidepressant’.

Would they have done their shooting spree without it?

I don’t know, but personally knew of a few people who killed
themselves after going on drugs of the same family elsewhere. It
has to be a factor.

Doctors here are very reluctant to prescribe anything that has
too much reliance potential, they have the right idea.

My opinion is that ‘anti-depressants’ of whatever type will take
many people to a far darker place than depression does, at least
on average.

There was an old game, made with an old Nintendo-style R.P.G.
engine, called Super Columbine Massacre, not a good video
game, but well-designed and made some good points. Worth
playing through once.

I did.

Can’t be bothered to find a link now, still have it on an old P.C.,
but would guess it’s not hard to find now, too.
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92. Jabber says:
The Talk of the Town Trailer Estates Park Sociology Round
Table didn’t meet on this article, BUT Granny Yiddell has a
COMMENT:

A bunch of Anti-Semites blaming dope on the Jews. Tired of it!
What are you guys smoking?

• Replies: @Dave Bowman
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
93. che guava says:

@Dr. Rock

Well, while you are 100% right, you are looking at this all wrong-

Wow, talk about a self-contradctory statement.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
94. che guava says:

@RadicalCenter
You are aware that the commandment ‘do not lie’ is more
accurately rendered as ‘do not bear false witness’, and its scope
is only intra-tribal, right?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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95. The Real World says:
May 11, 2023 at 5:06 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@loner feral cat
You’re a good writer, feral cat. I recall some other comments of
yours on here that were equally impressive. I might say – that is
your calling.

Surf, or die.

You are so, so right about that. And, unfortunately, plenty of alive
people are dead at the same time. Probably because they didn’t
intellectually face their demons like you have.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
96. Johnny LeBlanc says:

May 11, 2023 at 5:07 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Get out of shithole cities. Stop living around groids. Live clean:
no alcohol or other drugs.

“But I can’t leave!” you wail. “I’ll miss my favorite restaurant! I
won’t be able to go to the theater!”

Brown filth are walking thousands of miles to our southern
border under the harshest of circumstances, and you can’t leave
a lefty blue shithole for a red state?? Cry me a fucking river.

It’s gonna get worse before it gets WAY worse. Balkanize.
Balkanize. Balkanize. Go to a red state and take over the local
government and school board. Quit eating garbage. Get some
fucking exercise. Grow the fuck up. The easy life is OVER. Act
and prepare accordingly.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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97. Adolf Smith says:
May 11, 2023 at 5:08 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I’m from Highland Park,Il. I knew the Crimo family. (Though I
only met Bobby III once.)

 Crimo had made YT videos fantasizing about the murder of
school kids. The government had to have seen them.
Remember, Snowden? Surveillance state?

That’s instant disqualification right there! Why wasn’t he turned
down?? Also he applied for more than one rifle. WTF? You need
two guns? Again that’s a huge red flag.

We need to force an honest discussion, because the right is not
doing a good job of protecting #2. We need to adress things like
govt.collusion,the blacks and their violence,racial hatred of
Whites(the Good Race),which underlines all of this shit.,and of
course,drugs.

I guess we’re in quite the jam.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

98. anonymous[397] • Disclaimer says:
@Cabystander
Different America. Never to be seen again. More’s the pity.
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99. Jefferson Temple says:
May 11, 2023 at 5:26 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RadicalCenter
What simplistic one-dimensional bullshit you spout. If you are
nearly as smart as you believe yourself to be, you could figure
out that Christ represents a philosophy of non-aggression and
conscientious peacefulness for millions of Christians. Of course
a true follower will be less likely to commit an act of violence.
Fwiw, I don’t believe in the divinity of Jesus either. It’s about the
message moreso than the man.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
100. len Guini says:

Better question is how many were JEWS and OFF their meds?
Lanza? Loughtner? Kliebold? JEWS have mass murdered more
civilians in mass shootings than blacks and THAT is saying quite
a lot.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

101. DCThrowback says:
@Mac_
give blood to reduce iron stores.

anytime I see mass shooting now, I think ssri + three letter
agency.
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102. whataliar says:
May 11, 2023 at 5:47 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
the first “prozac defence” trail ended in a guilty verdict because
the company unleashed their well paid lawyers to make sure
that it would not become case law. this was around the time that
it was made legal to advertise drugs on tv. these two events
insured that mass shootings would occur.

the media won’t report on the correlation between ssri’s and
mass shootings anymore than they would’ve dared tell the truth
about covid, it’s origins, it’s treatments or the vax.

it’s not just mass shootings that happen when people go nuts on
their meds, or while going off of their meds. this was the defining
moment for me when i realized what was happening years
ago….

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Airlines_Flight_976

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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103. Emil Nikola Richard says:
May 11, 2023 at 6:05 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I used to belong to a tennis club frequented by scores of
doctors. I surveyed them as unobtrusively as possible on this
question:

I work for a large corporation with a competitive health insurance
plan. What percentage of my fellow workers do you estimate are
on psychiatric medication?

For the most part they looked at me like I was crazy when I
asked them this question. I never thought it was a crazy
question. About 1 in 4 of the doctors did not react like it was a
crazy question but they didn’t answer it either.

My guess estimate is around 50 percent. Prozac et al are
massively profitable products. Ozzy Osbourne reports that he is
more whacked out on drugs than ever and it’s all legal!

• Replies: @Brosi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
104. TKK says:

@loner feral cat
I would encourage you to write a book. I would buy and read it.

Glad you stuck around.
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105. Robertson says:
May 11, 2023 at 6:08 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Robertson
I seen another big reason the state might want to take a firearm
away from a law-abiding normal citizen this morning via a link at
thelibertydaily.com:

 Washington governor Jay Inslèe has signed into law a bill that
allows the State to “protect minors seeking gender-affirming care
from the intervention of ‘estranged’ parents”.

Translation: If a teacher, counselor, or school “therapist” in the
state of Washington wants to, they can have the state take away
a child to a gender affirming clinic and have a sex change
operation performed on that child and the police won’t even help
the parents locate the kid to stop it. The kid will literally be
hidden from mom and dad until the operation is finished and the
parents have a sterilized transexed kid who will never be able to
naturally have grandchildren.

I think I can see why the government might want to see the
parents disarmed before pulling a stunt like this. This law could
be abused of course. Kids can be doped-up enough to say
anything for a week or two until they are mutilated. Who is to say
traditional Christian children won’t be sometimes targeted by
freakish schoolteacher in that lefty state out of resentment?
Their will be no legal recourse once it’s done.

The powers-that-be want you disarmed for a reason. This rush
to change gun laws and the spate of mass shootings that have
started happening in such number as of late smells of
premeditation to me, and I’ve been watching politics and culture
for quite some time.
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106. TKK says:
May 11, 2023 at 6:14 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@RadicalCenter
I ran out of buttons, but excellent post.

None of these people (if it is real, I truly do not know if they are
government ops) have families. They are not sitting down at
night, breaking bread with a clean attractive person of the
opposite sex and having a nice meal of sweet potatoes and
baked chicken in a tidy home of peace and love.

Perhaps “godlessness”, the destruction of the traditional male-female nuclear
family, the encouragement of commitment-less sex, the overprescription of
profitable psychotropic drugs, and hopelessness might better be blamed.

Yes and look at the photo below. This is a person who has a net
worth of 25 million and is considered an icon. He is a “rapper.”
Honestly, he looks like a filthy mentally ill varmint that would
steal your wallet.

 If these people are not “aware” enough to seek wisdom in the
forest, in books, in ancient scriptures and this below is what their
society holds out as a “God”…is violence as the end product any
shock?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=TKK
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107. Verbum Vincet says:
May 11, 2023 at 6:15 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
@RockaBoatus

No sane nation allows itself to commit suicide under the banner of “freedom”
and “personal liberty.”

Funny, that’s the same ‘logic’ leftist statists employ when it
comes to the 2nd Amendment and most of the rest of their
authoritarian collectivist shenanigans under the guise of ‘the
greater good/for the children.’ I believe ‘The Constitution is not a
suicide pact’ is how they usually put it.

Moreover, who says we live in a free country? The ‘5 Felonies a
Day’ theory, among countless others, render that a dubious
claim, at best. If you mean free to comply, be spied on and have
our wealth stolen or forcibly redistributed in the name of ‘curing
social ills’ that didn’t exist until statists created them? Then I
agree!

These are the problems that we will have to face if we enact laws that allow
everyone to smoke, ingest, and shoot-up any strange chemical concoction
they might want.

Where does the government derive that authority from in the first
place? The vast majority of the problems we face with drugs
ultimately stem from Prohibition, ignorance of the Iron Law of
Prohibition and general overcriminalization – not an over-
abundance of freedom, if there can be such a thing. The only
viable excuse for LE interaction should be at the state level, and
only when there is a tangible victim.

As a law enforcement officer, you must know that without
Amending the Constitution, the federal government has no
authority to enact laws that arbitrarily proscribe the possession
or consumption of psychoactive substances. The 1970
Controlled Substances Act that enables the Drug War is patently
unconstitutional, just like the absurdly twisted interpretations of

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Verbum+Vincet
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the Interstate Commerce Clause (another area where the goals
of gun-grabbers overlap with those of drug warriors.) Prohibition,
which was far less onerous – but no less destructive! – required
the 18th Amendment to enact and the 21st Amendment to
repeal. Where is the ‘Drug War Amendment?’

Don’t get me wrong: I don’t advocate abusing drugs. Far from it!
I also concede that with great freedom comes great personal
responsibility. I’ve lost family and friends to addiction, and
struggled with alcoholism in my youth. As you aptly point out,
alcohol is among the most ubiquitous and damaging drugs, in
my experience. Alcohol withdrawal is hellacious and often lethal,
yet it’s legal for adults…as it should be.

Even so, I don’t believe for a second that reinstatement of
Prohibition would improve any scenario relating to alcohol abuse
and addiction, anymore than the Drug War has improved any
scenario relating to drug abuse and addiction. There’s a reason
our forebears called off the utterly failed experiment after ten
short years of witnessing a reinvigorated organized criminal
element commandeer a very lucrative black market windfall.
Still, for all their short-sightedness, they deserve credit for
following the highest law of the land during the course of their ill-
fated experiment.

Even though the U.S. government claims to have fought the “drug war,” the
truth is that the government fought it like they do all their wars – namely, with
one hand tied behind their back, with glittery campaigns that prove empty, and
with a whole lot of wasteful taxpayer spending.

Five decades, a few trillion dollars and a security state with a
prison population exceeding that of any other nation on Earth
don’t exactly constitute ‘half-measures.’ Likewise, the many tens
of thousands of North and South Americans dead from tainted
black market drugs and cartel/police violence are irrevocably
dead. I’d hate to see what ‘full-measure’ Drug Warrior-ing would
look like! More squeezing of the depleted national coffers? More
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foolhardy military excursions and an upswing in summary
executions that would solve nothing when faced with the Iron
Law of Prohibition?

• Thanks: anarchyst, Mark G.
• Replies: @anarchyst, @RockaBoatus
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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108. anarchyst says:

May 11, 2023 at 6:36 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Verbum Vincet
Certain “drugs” were made illegal so that the CIA and other
government agencies could have a ready supply of funding
without going through “normal” government channels. This is
how most, if not all of the CIA wars that JFK warned about were
funded. Flying drugs into the USA on government (CIA) aircraft
is the easiest thing to do. Customs is bypassed…there is no
scrutiny over drug flights into the USA.

 This is why almost every government agency is opposed to
legalization. Legalization would crimp their money supply
(funding).

 Add to that, the symbiotic relationship that American “law
enforcement” has with the (illicit) drug importers and sellers. The
police NEED the drug dealers in order to justify their existence
(and expansion). Police departments get new toys, civil-liberties
are trampled on, and we all lose, as a result…

• Agree: GMC, xcd
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109. Cowboy says:
May 11, 2023 at 6:39 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RadicalCenter
I really do feel sorry for the right brain retards. No moral
imagination. Stuck in a mechanical world it’s just “give me muh
linear regressions”. I laugh my ass off when I hear them say
things like, “please believe in Science”. Bwahahaha! Riding the
paradox of infinity meeting the finite is just too scary, I guess?
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110. Publius 2 says:
May 11, 2023 at 6:42 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
Doing a mass shooting and killing innocent people and children
is never the right thing to do. Period. Let me make that clear.
Kids, just refuse to go to school and stay home if you’re that
depressed.

That being said, we live in a fallen world in which there is a very
obvious war on white boys. Middle school and high school in the
(((USA))) are absolutely brutal torture chambers from Hell,
starting with the ludicrous fact that the first bell rings at 7:15 AM
or so. Everyone is sleep deprived. Kids have to get up at 5:30,
wait at a bus stop in the dark, do 7 hours of school, and then 5
hours of homework, if they are good kids who do their homework
and take advanced classes. The amount of work expected of the
“smart” kids, the good kids who are in AP classes and do their
homework, is simply obscene. Each teacher acts as if theirs was
the only class. The good kids (the white ones) are doing legit
five hours of homework a night after getting home from sports
practice. There is, of course, nonstop 24/7 disparagement of
white boys, both explicit and subtle. The boys receive this.

Then there is bullying. Even if there is not bad direct dangerous
bullying, all skinny little white boys–who see negro worship
every day on TV when they get home–feel insecure at best.
Middle school and high school absolutely suck for the average
120 pound skinny white boy. Their 17-year-old female
classmates are sexually mature (realtalk) and literally ready for
marriage if things were still happening naturally. (see Rose in
Titanic — she was 17). Most white kids do not have any kind of
privilege at all, not much money in their families. They certainly
don’t have black privilege when it comes to having super high
testosterone and related advantages in sports. All school
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shooters are raised by single moms and usually some kind of
weird adoptions situation. (Most of them have been Jewish or
Hispanic, actually.)

Despite the fact that American high school is an absolutely
brutal bullshit Hell of an experience, amazingly,
99.999999999999999% of our kids do okay and never shoot up
a school. Children are amazing.

The only surprising thing, however, is that there have not been
more school shootings, given the absolute mess of a forced-
diversity country in which our kids are being forced to live.
Again, not saying it’s right to shoot up a school even now, but if
we had a 98% white homogenous country without Jewish
communists trying to genocide us (realtalk), there would be no
school shootings. Diversity plus proximity equals war.

May God never let any school shooting or any other terrible
thing happen to my kids, or any kids, as I pray 80 times a day;
God knows this comment did not modify my prayer. Amen.

111. anarchyst says:
Thomas Szasz wrote a number of books about the psychiatry
fraud system.His book, “The Myth of Mental Illness” outlines and
exposes much of the fraud in the psychiatric “profession”.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

112. Notsofast says:
@The seventh column
because you’re a fucking moron, that’s why, if you require any
further proof i will be more than glad to provide it for you.

• Replies: @The seventh column
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113. Brosi says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:17 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@feeding baitfish
Gladio was directed at the Boomers, the ’68ers.

For all their faults the Boomers never got into cutting off their
boobs and penises.

As each new generation of mind controlled cookie cutter drone
has come out of the government schools, a new kind of narcotic,
amphetamine or psychadelic drug come into style. Marijuana,
LSD, Speed, MDA, Ecstasy, Crack, Fentanyl. In the perscription
world the same was happening. Qualudes, Librium, Xanax,
Prozac, etc.

Each new drug has been accompanied by a new vein of music. I
believe this is all part of a larger mind control program out of the
CIA and Tavistock. We can be certain that they have refined and
perfected their mind control technology. They are continutally
unleashing it against us just as they unleash the weather
patterns they create.

Breivik in Norway is a classic example of a false flag psyop. Was
Anders Brievik under mind control and/or psychotropic drugs?

• Replies: @feeding baitfish
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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114. BrokenArrow says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:17 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Mike: yes for a very few people there is. But many of the great
shooters of American history were not drugged up on Pych
drugs…so your hypothesis like many of your other crack brained
ideas is rejected. What most of these guys have in common is
that they are wimps and sexually messed up with inferiority
complexes…like many of the writers and commenters on this
site. They are not athletic University scholarship popular right
wing guys. who were hits with girls in high school and University.
…like me. A prison warded who spent 50 years in the system
who I once studied in a criminology elective once said that all
white male shooters were sexual misfits rejected by popular girls
and who had Oedipal complexes. Moreover…..America is a
disease. America now says anyone can be a star…and 99%
cannot be and 90% are now losers who can barely afford food
and pay the bills…blacks especially have been fed this bill of
goods…when they realized they have been coned they go on a
rampage. Better to tell kids right up front. Only a few will be a
star and get all the girls like I did

• Replies: @Bro43rd
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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115. Knowbody says:

Maybe its this. Avoid direct in/on ear speakers to avoid having
your brain entrained by hidden frequencies being emitted by
airpods and bluetooth headsets.

https://bellerian1.substack.com/p/google-patents-for-injectable-
electronics
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116. Broken Arrow says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:22 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Mike: yes for a very few people there is. But many of the great
shooters of American history were not drugged up on Pych
drugs…so your hypothesis like many of your other crack brained
ideas is rejected. What most of these guys have in common is
that they are wimps and sexually messed up with inferiority
complexes…like many of the writers and commenters on this
site. They are not athletic University scholarship popular right
wing guys. who were hits with girls in high school and University.
…like me. A prison warded who spent 50 years in the system
who I once studied in a criminology elective once said that all
white male shooters were sexual misfits rejected by popular girls
and who had Oedipal complexes. Moreover…..America is a
disease. America now says anyone can be a star…and 99%
cannot be and 90% are now losers who can barely afford food
and pay the bills…blacks especially have been fed this bill of
goods…when they realized they have been coned they go on a
rampage. Better to tell kids right up front. Only a few will be a
star and get all the girls like I did

• Replies: @Red Pill Angel
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117. Tesa says:

Good God Martha, A Mexican White Supremacist, wouldn’t he
be a Brown Supremacist? Or at least a Tan Supremacist. Stop in
the name of love.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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118. Brosi says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:30 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Emil Nikola Richard
I am an ex-Californian since 1987. I have returned many times
over the years. I believe that the vain and artificial
cheeryness/niceness has gotten progressively worse over the
decades.

It could be the pot, it could be the microdoses of LSD, it could be
the prozac, or even the yoga.

Here is a perfect example from a true Californian of color:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/2JWR29RT5sw
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119. Bro43rd says:

@RadicalCenter
I thought it was gonna be a roid-rage article.
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120. Francis Miville says:
May 11, 2023 at 7:51 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Franz
Opium does NOT stop depression : it makes it painless and
even somewhat enjoyable but depression, which doesn’t consist
in pain, then get installed permanently : the patient no longer
fights his depression but turns it into toxic empathy and can find
delight in any criminal or sucking behaviour he needs to get by.
Any country where opium or other like semi-legal brain pain
killers is available on demand, falls into irrecoverable psychic
and economic permanent depression. Make no mistake about it
: alleviation such as brought about by opium doesn’t cure but
rather only enhances the physiological effects of depression
onto his body. Prohibition of drugs in the US, by the time it was
still effective, was at one time the reason why America was then
the only big country progressing economically while in the rest of
the world the benefits promised by the industrial revolution had
just stopped. Before 1914 there was no need for prohibition
because church assistance and obedience was obligatory to get
any job if you were born outside the gentry : the churches then
also provided many of the social services the state was about to
relay and the state also relayed the same prohibitions.
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121. Dutch Boy says:
May 11, 2023 at 8:02 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago   ↑
@follyofwar
This Danish links cannabis use to schizophrenia and psychosis.
Psychosis leads to paranoia which leads to violence:

 https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/heavy-cannabis-use-
linked-to-schizophrenia-especially-among-young-men/

• Agree: Lady Strange
• Replies: @RadicalCenter, @nickels
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122. Punch Brother Punch says:

May 11, 2023 at 8:11 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago   ↑
@Publius 2

All school shooters are raised by single moms

Not true.

Eric Harris, Dylan Klebold (Columbine)
 Seung Hui-Cho (Virginia Tech)

 Charles Whitman (University of Texas, 1966)
 Dimitrios Pagourtzis (Santa Fe High, 2018)

 Steve Kazmierczak (Northern Illinois University, 2008)
 Kip Kinkle (Springfield, OR; 1998)

 Ethan Crumbly (Oxford High, 2021)

– all raised by both biological parents.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
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123. The seventh column says:
May 11, 2023 at 8:11 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago   ↑
@Notsofast
Seems your IQ continues flat….like all Putinistas
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124. Red Pill Angel says:

May 11, 2023 at 8:33 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
My father, who would be over 100 now, got his first gun at age
11. He hunted squirrels and other small game. He told me once
he suffered from some sort of anxiety attacks as a young man,
but the woods were always his medicine, his whole life. I was
thinking on this, and it occurred to me – What if these shootings
now are an atavistic thing? I mean, what did all young men do
5000 years ago? They went hunting. And now young men are
urged to remain inside watching violent video games, instead of
tramping the woods, killing critters (and possibly other people
when needed). These shootings are the result of severe societal
repressions on young men breaking down. Just a hypothesis.

• Agree: TKK
• Replies: @Punch Brother Punch, @Kak
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125. Anonymous[235] • Disclaimer says:
May 11, 2023 at 8:36 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
“If we want to stop the mass shootings, we need”

Lemme stop ya right there. Who wants to stop mass shootings,
you? Pfft.

Your CIA rulers don’t give a shit what you want. What they want
is pervasive threats for a strategy of tension to justify repression,
and convenient patsies for CIA’s own extrajudicial killings.

Creating a domestic threat to life used to require a painstaking
brutalization process, and those early CIA lone nuts mainly killed
in onesies and twosies.

https://centerforaninformedamerica.com/programmed-to-kill/

But now you program mass markets with FPS games and set
them off with neuroleptic agents. That gives a stochastic and
unattributable but dependable flow of scary monsters. These
drugs would not be on the market if CIA did not want them there.
Ask Gary Webb. These drugs are evidently fit for purpose:

https://amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/the-decades-of-
evidence-that-antidepressants

You’re Ralling here, expressing outrage over circumstances that
your criminal state is perfectly satisfied with. Remember who
your government is. CIA. They are chartered with impunity. That
gives them the arbitrary power to kill you or torture you and get
away with it. So of course they will maintain their capacity. It’s
their core competence.

If you want to stop the death or torture or war or miscellaneous
crime, you are going to have to do what Germans did and storm
the Stasi in Langley. Or shell it like Yeltsin standing on the tank.
Or do what Mir Aimal Kasi tried to do. Banning drugs is as dumb
as banning guns, as long as CIA exists.
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

126. Adolf Smith says:
May 11, 2023 at 8:45 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago   ↑
@GMC
Open Air Asyllum ? Been to Minneapolis lately?

• Replies: @GMC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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127. Liborio Guaso says:
May 11, 2023 at 8:48 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
If you go to a shopping center and what used to be worth 1
dollar is now worth three and the authorities and the media tell
you that the price rose only 3%, that drives anyone crazy and
you need those dangerous medicines and you may end up
killing innocents.

 So there is a lot to change before resolving the issue.
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128. Punch Brother Punch says:
May 11, 2023 at 8:49 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@onebornfree

just like (government) “fixed” all the other problems it causes, [ eg: war,
inflation, poverty, racial division, environmental destruction/pollution etc. etc.],

LOL, government didn’t cause war, or racial division. Hostility
towards “the other” is an inevitable result of competition for
resources. If anything, it’s government that enables different
races and cultures to coexist even somewhat peacefully. Still-
extant indigenous tribes in the Amazon and Papa New Guinea,
who have nothing that we would recognize as a government,
engage in warfare. War is one of man’s oldest activities.

Environmental pollution is caused by human consumption and
businesses trying to profit from it. Government is the only
feasible curb, through laws and regulations.

And poverty is the natural state of humanity. It’s that Leviathan
of government that allows for the stable accumulation of wealth.
Read Hobbes.

It’s funny how Libertarians/Anarchists accuse everyone else of
being brainwashed and propagandized when all they do is
mindlessly regurgitate easily-refuted talking points.

• Replies: @Liosnagcat
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129. Red Pill Angel says:
May 11, 2023 at 8:55 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago   ↑
@Broken Arrow
You touch lightly on something in your comment: both black and
white shooters are suffering from America’s disease. Maybe they
aren’t that different, except the black shooters aren’t incels;
there’s more to this than who’s getting laid.

• Replies: @Broken Arrow
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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130. Clarita says:

May 11, 2023 at 9:02 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago   ↑
The us empire represents @4% worlds population, yet
consumes @80% of the worlds psych meds.

The us Must be such an incredible amazing exceptional place….

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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131. Mark Gobell says:
May 11, 2023 at 9:15 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
SSRI Stories

Antidepressant Nightmares

https://ssristories.org/

SSRI Stories is a collection of over 7,000 stories most of which
were published newspapers or scientific journals. In these
stories, prescription antidepressant medications are mentioned.
Common to all of them is the possibility – sometimes the near
certainty – that the drugs caused or were a contributing factor to
some negative outcome: suicide, violence, serious physical
problems, bad withdrawal reactions, personality change leading
to loss of reputation and relationships, etc.

Lessons from SSRIStories #3 of 5: HOW do SSRIs cause
violence and suicide?

 https://ssristories.org/lessons-from-ssristories-3-of-5-how-do-
ssris-cause-violence-and-suicide/
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132. HT says:
May 11, 2023 at 9:25 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anonymous

I’m an investigator for governmental and nongovernmental entities and part of
my work involves looking into a subject’s mental health issues and/or mental
health history.

I wish I had a dollar for every case I’ve seen where mere recreational
marijuana use develops into psychosis/psychotic episodes and/or assorted
schizoaffective disorders.

Perhaps the craziest part of it all is that there seems to be a deafening silence
on the issue and the public has zero knowledge of this unfolding slow-motion
societal catastrophe.

There is nothing our jew rulers want more than a society of
compliant stoners. They especially love to see Whites damage
their ability to think and act because of usage of cannabis and
other drugs. To further that, they are more than willing to accept
the various forms of mental illness that happens to many
recreational drug users.

• Agree: Johnny LeBlanc
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133. Punch Brother Punch says:
May 11, 2023 at 9:30 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Red Pill Angel

They went hunting. And now young men are urged to remain inside watching
violent video games, instead of tramping the woods,

Millions of young men these days spend much of their time
indoors but only a handful of them become mass shooters, so
that can’t be the cause.

Off the top of my head I can think of at least one school shooter
who was into hunting: Ethan Crumbley (Oxford High, Michigan,
2021).

I remember reading a book about Jesse Pomeroy, who was a
serial killer by the age of 13 back in the 1870s. The book also
discussed other heinous crimes from that era committed by
children and teenagers. Young people in those days spent a lot
of time outdoors. At the time, blame was directed at “dime
novels,” which featured often violent adventure stories involving
cowboys and Indians, pirates, etc., just as today people blame
video games, movies, music, etc. People just can’t accept that
human nature has a very dark side and some young men are
prone to viciousness.

The most likely causes of mass shooters are certain mental
conditions: high levels of Dark Triad traits (narcissism,
psychopathy, Machiavellianism), extreme autism, extreme
psychoticism. (Note that these are not “illnesses” in the sense
that they can be cured. They are who the person is from birth.)
Group these with access to guns and a mass media that will
satisfy their desire for infamy by broadcasting their names,
images and deeds to the entire world for weeks, months, even
years afterwards and you have the recipe for the (still thankfully
rare) phenomenon of the mass shooter.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Punch+Brother+Punch
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• Agree: Lady Strange
• Thanks: Red Pill Angel
• Replies: @Kak
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134. Notsofast says:

May 11, 2023 at 9:42 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
oh….ok, yeah…. that explains everything…nothing to see here,
everyone go back to sleep, anonymous disclaimer has set the
record straight.

thank you for your service.
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135. feeding baitfish says:
May 11, 2023 at 9:50 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Brosi

As each new generation of mind controlled cookie cutter drone has come out
of the government schools, a new kind of narcotic, amphetamine or
psychadelic drug come into style. Marijuana, LSD, Speed, MDA, Ecstasy,
Crack, Fentanyl. In the perscription world the same was happening.
Qualudes, Librium, Xanax, Prozac, etc.

Hard drugs is more then enough damaging in it self, maybe you
are right its is some involvment of some secret services, some
sources say that it is primary used as a source for black
budgets.

I think that maybe Timothy Leary was connected to some
conspiracy to influence the anti war hippies.

 Did not he say somteting like: Turn on, tune in, drop out.

You dont need to go further then to the newspapers, television
and movies to effectivley mindcontrol people.

 No drugs needed for that. There exists less drugaddicts then
there existes mindcontrolled straight edge people.

Gen X was the guinea pig for doctors, giving them SSRI
medication for depressions.

 Who thought it would be a good idea to give that to children and
young adults, I dont think it is wise to medicate with those types
of medicine.

 Firstly it is only going to give relief for symptoms and even that is
not for certain, and the side effects from their use are bad.

 Secondly it will prevent any real rehabilitation.
 People should ask themself why so many more young people

are having a hard time and their doctors want to medicate them.

You would not believe how they tried to beat everyone they
could over the head with Breivik, and still are doing it.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=feeding+baitfish
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136. Notsofast says:

May 11, 2023 at 9:55 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago   ↑
@Kukulkan
to me, the pertinent questions would be, are there people who
would want dangerous, criminal morons to harm others and
what purpose that might serve for them?
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137. Dutch Boy says:

May 11, 2023 at 10:01 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“Long-acting methylphenidate has an effect on aggressive
behavior in children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder”
aggression is frequently observed in both children and adults
who are being treated for ADHD with methylphenidate.
Therefore, as reported in March of 2006, the Food and Drug
Administration issued a new warning for the parents of children
being medicated with methylphenidate (Ritalin) and other ADHD
prescription medications. They suggested that parents be on the
lookout for angry and violent outbursts and consult with the
prescribing physician should aggression become a problem.

https://evokewellness.com/blog/methylphenidate-cause-
aggression/
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138. Vagrant Rightist says:
May 11, 2023 at 10:21 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
“Citizens Commission on Human Rights Florida” (which claims
to be a mental health organization – why not name yourself as
one then ?) sounds like yet another white American
conservative citizens nonsense crap clown grift show to me.
Their main link is to their own ‘investigation’ on the topic. So
that’s not a good start.

Scientology, Christian Science, Chiropractic, as well as all
marketers in the alternative health industry make similar claims.

Ultimately this is a science question – and should have a
science answer, but the answer should be drug specific.

There is a considerable movement in the US in particular, to
claim the public are being loaded up with unnecessary and
dangerous drugs and turned into either suicidal zombies or
psychopathic maniacs by Big Pharma. Their central theme is to
insist that these mass shootings are because of these drugs.

Yet quite a number of these people also believe every mental
health condition has actually been made up by Big Pharma too
to sell you these drugs, and if people just ‘lived a healthy
lifestyle’ any problems they feel would just go away. So
presumably they don’t believe anyone is actually capable of
such violence.

I wonder if maybe these shooters had serious mental health
problems anyway that’s why they were offered the drug
treatments. Not the drugs did it to them exactly. But it’s possible
the drugs could have a role in some cases and that does need
proper investigation.

But alcohol is much more of a significant factor in drug fueled
death: the stats are dizzying in the US and far outweigh any
drug mentioned here at least from my quick look on this.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Vagrant+Rightist
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I suspect these same people want to hang on to alcohol as their
‘Jesus juice’ despite that fact its literally killing a lot of them.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

139. RoatanBill says:
May 11, 2023 at 10:22 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Emslander
The Corbett report has articles on how psychiatry was almost
destroyed before Rockefeller figured out his oil could be used as
feed stock for drugs. Rockefeller single handedly brought
psychiatry back to life because he had the money to do it. Use
the search box to find the articles.

The entire DSM has not a single illness that has an empirical
test associated with it for the overall diagnosis. Psychiatry is one
of many fraudulent professions and no one should be seeing a
shrink under any circumstances. Those violent cretins in the
society need to be put down on their first offense. Advertising for
drugs should be halted because the weak of mind fall prey to the
suggestion that they need help coping with ordinary day to day
existence.

 I was in New York recently and I estimate that 30+% of the
advertising on TV was for Big Pharma always with an ‘ask your
doctor’ suggestion. Advertising is professional lying and when
it’s done to the extreme, it’s mind control propaganda.

• Agree: H. L. M
• Thanks: Jefferson Temple
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140. Arthur MacBride says:
May 11, 2023 at 10:27 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Is there a link between Psychiatric Meds and Mass Shootings?

Who can seriously doubt it ?
 Given knowledge of Sacklers/pharma/criminal “govt”.

Americans might give serious thought to leaving their country,
which appears to be a very large open air lunatic asylum
populated by druggies.

 Americans have to have drugs of whatever kind. Have to. Any
price.

 If not for Americans, there would be no Drug Cartel “Problem”.
 Not to forget the Cocaine Importing Agency. Afghan. Camp

Bondsteel.

A satanic zionist openly criminal “government”.
 Guns. But refuse to use them on said “government”.

Mass dissonance.
 Think about leaving.

 Its going to collapse anyway.
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141. RockaBoatus says:
May 11, 2023 at 10:42 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Dr. X
Because the criminals and Cartel gangs carry and use assault
weapons. Most violent criminals use semi-automatic pistols, so
the police had to evolve to use semi-autos too in order to at least
give themselves a fighting chance. The old days of revolvers
simply won’t cut it today.

Most cops are not that good with their own firearms anyways,
and six bullets in a revolver is woefully inadequate. Yes, shot
placement trumps everything, but the majority of officers can’t
shoot as well as most people imagine.
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142. RadicalCenter says:

May 11, 2023 at 10:47 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago   ↑
@Dutch Boy
It’s not true, neither of my personalities had any problems when I
smoked weed.
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143. 24th Alabama says:

May 11, 2023 at 10:47 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago   ↑
@meamjojo
The blind squirrel does indeed find an occasional nut and JoJo
has hit the jackpot.

 In a world of uncontrolled variables our inclination is to find a
single cause.
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144. gutta percha says:
May 11, 2023 at 10:52 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago   ↑
Meh, depends on the drug and the dose. 200mg chlorpromazine
or 500mg quetiapine will shut down the biggest, baddest,
foaming mad thug for a good long time. Administer as needed,
like whenever they try to wake up.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

145. NeenaKachina says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:00 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
If you were to look at an actual hardcopy Psychology Today in
magazine form, I wonder how many drug ads would be
contained within.

 And why wouldn’t the mainstream news media mention it?
Because big pharma spends billions annually on any given
channel. That’s part of the reason why I cancelled my cable, I
was sick of the damned drug ads, constantly. And now they
have infected Facebook and YouTube. Imagine that.

 And it’s well known that doctors get perks and kickbacks from
big pharma.

 And Scientology is a bit fringe, with their membership in decline.
While some celebrities are Scientologists, I don’t see them being
that much of an influence on the younger crowd.

• Replies: @lloyd
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146. NeenaKachina says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:23 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago   ↑
@meamjojo
“Another possibility is environmental pollutants from the food
and water that we ingest daily.”

That, and electro-magnetic pollution. We are all bathing in it,
bombarded by it from every direction but it never gets a single
mention.
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147. nickels says:

May 11, 2023 at 11:33 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago   ↑
@Dutch Boy
The problem with getting high…

 You can’t stay high all the time and the harder you try the more
its true.

 I could always tell when my coworker was high the night before
because he would fidget and act frustrated and uncomfortable in
his own skin.

 Today’s pot is pretty much a one way ticket to a nervous
breakdown.
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148. Anonymous[210] • Disclaimer says:
May 11, 2023 at 11:44 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Publius 2
the “super testosterone” bullshit is a myth. same with whatever
advantage in “sports” you think they might have. they are
coddled because the sports programs need them for diversity
points, the other thing is white kids don’t spend as much time
engaging in physical activity as they did in the past.
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149. lloyd says: • Website

May 11, 2023 at 11:48 pm GMT • 6.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
America does not “have more mass shootings per capita than
any other country in the world. The media makes it look that way
because every time there is a mass shooting , that is made
major national news. If the media reported like fifty years ago,
the great majority of shootings, would be unknown outside local
news. Per capita, mass shootings are higher in New Zealand
which also has plenty of guns and psychotics. Not to speak of
Palestine. In Palestine, the insanity is being driven by Zionism
run riot.
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150. lloyd says: • Website
May 11, 2023 at 11:55 pm GMT • 6.3 days ago   ↑
@NeenaKachina
The psychiatric profession gave up on Doctor Freud. He was a
great quack and story teller. So they turned back to drugs. In
nineteenth century, dangerous people were confined to lunatic
asylums. But the mental hospitals were emptied out after the
1960s cultural revolution.
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151. RockaBoatus says:
May 12, 2023 at 12:14 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
@Verbum Vincet
Yes, the Left does employ a similar argument to jettison the 2nd
amendment. But I expect such piss-poor arguments and weak
analogies from those folks.

Sorry, the analogy doesn’t follow. A significantly less number of
people are killed annually by firearms or even by active shooters
than by violence connected to drug Cartels and narcotic
overdoses. Most people aren’t abusing their firearm rights, but
the greater majority of Americans sure seem to be abusing both
legal and illegal drugs.

The nation is a festering cancerous mess, putrefying to the core.
Radical as well as extreme measures need to be taken if she is
to survive. But she won’t survive because the American people
lack the collective will to do it. The measures needed are hard,
but Americans are too soft. They are also unwilling to think long
term about the devastating impact each generation will feel as a
result of government policies that allow free drug usage with no
criminal or societal penalties.

The Left pushes drug legalization because they know it will
destroy the West. Once it is decimated by liberal social policies
and drug legalization, they are in a much better position to
implement their feel-good Utopian ‘values.’

But again, no sane nation knowingly allows its citizenry to
willfully smoke, ingest, and shoot-up anything they like –
especially after witnessing 50 years of what happens to society
as a result. We need very hard and harsh leaders to do now
what should have been done decades earlier. The problem
would have been stamped out much earlier, and fewer
Americans would have died as a result of drug crimes and
overdoses.
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At a minimum, drug dealers should be lawfully tried and quickly
executed if found guilty. Those citizens who are narcotic
addicted ought to be given compassion and every means
available to overcome their addiction (rehabs, etc.). At some
point when all conceivable efforts have been exhausted, such
people ought to be removed from society and housed separately
so as to not victimize the rest of us.

The problem may never be eradicated completely because of
the addictive nature of so many humans, but if harsh and
necessary measures had been taken from the outset, the drug
epidemic would not nearly have been as severe as now with our
major cities inundated with crazed and drug addicted homeless
folks, Cartel gangs fighting over drug territory, not to mention the
Fentanyl crisis throughout much of rural America.

There are many things that a sane nation disallows that our
“freedom loving Murica” allows to its own demise. Governments
that protect themselves from contemporary “American values”
are doing what is right, and this includes creating draconian
measures to prevent illicit drugs from taking root.

A doped up nation is a defeated nation, and ready to be taken
over by outsiders.

Yes, it’s not pretty, but it’s necessary. It includes harsh penalties
not just for the ‘harder’ narcotics such as meth, heroine, and
cocaine, but also for the ‘softer’ drugs such as Marijuana which
is a definite nation wrecker.

The Left and gullible Libertarians push hard for full Marijuana
legalization because they know most people can’t use it
moderately, and because it makes people dumb – and a dumb
citizenry is what the Left wants and needs to implement their
social schemes.
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More could be said, but my comments are running too long at
this point. Thanks.

• Agree: Johnny LeBlanc
• Replies: @Mr. Anon
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152. Sparkon says:
May 12, 2023 at 12:49 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@RadicalCenter

But Reagan has not been governor of California for nearly half a century
already. The federal legislative repeal you mention took place over four
decades ago.

 […]
 Just keep living and wallowing in shit and blame someone long gone?

Rome wasn’t built in a day, nor did it decline and fall over the
course of just a few days.

The introduction of various psychotropic drugs like Miltown
(1955) to ease anxiety, and other stronger stuff to control or
sedate people with more serious mental conditions, encouraged
and empowered a movement to deinstitutionalize insane
asylums, which were commonly large, dank, dirty, depressing
facilities that got a lot of bad press, in favor of community mental
health clinics. However, …

“With the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, the federal government
ended direct federal funding for community-based nursing homes that
primarily treated patients with mental health problems…”

https://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/article/deinstitutionalization-
people-mental-illness-causes-and-consequences/2013-10

The first famous massacre in the United States happened in
1984, but I don’t think 1981’s OBRA had much if anything to do
with it.

Apparently fully aware that he was crazy, James Huberty had
sought mental health care, but due to a clerical screw-up,
incompetence, and/or apathy, mental health authorities were
unable to reach the madman before he went on his killing spree,
slaughtering 22 at a San Ysidro McDonald’s with a variety of
weapons.
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Like it or not, some people – waay too many – are crazy, and
pose a danger both to themselves and to others. California
currently maintains five state hospitals for the criminally insane
and violent sexual predators, with a total capacity of about 2,000
beds.

Meanwhile,

In California, 1,243,000 adults have a serious mental illness. 1 in 6 U.S. youth
aged 6–17 experience a mental health disorder each year. 396,000
Californians age 12–17 have depression. In California, 1,243,000 adults have
a serious mental illness. 5,566,000 adults in California have a mental health
condition. That’s more than 6x the population of San Francisco.

https://namica.org/what-is-mental-illness/

Fortunately, there are plenty of sidewalks in California where at
least some of the deinstitutionalized crazy people can pitch a
tent, and sack out.

• Replies: @Sparkon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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153. Boba Lazarević says:
May 12, 2023 at 12:56 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
I’d put early traumatisation as the chief single contributing factor
to all shootings. But it never acts alone. It’s always a
combination of factors.

The starting fact in searching for causes should be that the
occurrence of mass shootings is considerably higher in the US
than elsewhere in the world. When you find out what makes the
US society so different than other ones, you might just find those
causes.

You do more antidepressants and you have more guns than the
rest of the world – but that’s not where I’d look. Icelanders do an
equal amount of antidepressants, but they rather commit suicide
than murder. In Switzerland they all have guns – but no one
shoots up schools.

What I do see as something that really needs to be brought to
light, that nobody really talks about is – how insanely competitive
and how low on cohesion your society is. You compete in
business and in private lives alike, from an early childhood
onwards. Always looking for better deals, always looking for
ways to get ahead. That produces a lot of pressure and
disaffection if the things don’t pan out. You also move a lot.
Immigration, moving states, commuting, you name it. That
means many people never settle down and are strangers for a
significant part of their lives.

Basically, you produce more disaffected strangers per capita
than the rest of the world. People who got nothing to hope for
and to whom the lives of their fellow residents mean nothing.
With an inevitable childhood trauma and an access to a firearm.
Those are your candidates for the next Columbine or Las Vegas.

Hope this helps.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Boba+Lazarevi%C4%87
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• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain, Red Pill Angel, Biff
• Replies: @peterAUS, @24th Alabama, @anarchyst
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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154. 24th Alabama says:

May 12, 2023 at 1:19 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
It is not by accident that we rarely hear about the working class,
socialist origins of the

 NSDAP and the “economic miracle” that lifted Germany out of
the Depression in the 1930’s.

Much of the success was due to the expulsion of the Jewish
financiers from the banking system and the policies of
Economics Minister Hjalmar Schacht.

German workers viewed the Jews as parasites because they
were mostly employed in occupations

 considered non-productive. Hitler’s anti-Jewish policies had
great appeal for them.

• Replies: @Emslander, @anarchyst
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155. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 12, 2023 at 1:20 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Punch Brother Punch

All school shooters are raised by single moms

Not true.

Eric Harris, Dylan Klebold (Columbine)
 Seung Hui-Cho (Virginia Tech)

 Charles Whitman (University of Texas, 1966)
 Dimitrios Pagourtzis (Santa Fe High, 2018)

 Steve Kazmierczak (Northern Illinois University, 2008)
 Kip Kinkle (Springfield, OR; 1998)

 Ethan Crumbly (Oxford High, 2021)

– all raised by both biological parents.

That’s right, and add to the list Audrey Hale (Nashville, 2023)

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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156. Mr. Anon says:

May 12, 2023 at 1:36 am GMT • 6.3 days ago   ↑
@Dr. X
Excellent point.
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157. Red Pill Angel says:
May 12, 2023 at 1:47 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RoatanBill
Those never ending Big Pharma ads always have the long list of
incredibly bad side effects: “infections, some of them life
threatening, heart attack, staph infections of the perineum,
blindness, etc etc etc,” and I wondered why this litany of casually
announced side effects no one would want, over and over and
over? Finally decided it was so we would learn to ignore them.
Which maybe explains why we had the vaccine “side effect
reporting system” that was completely ignored. “What, that silly
VAERS thing? Ignore it. IGNORE IT.”

• Agree: RoatanBill
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
158. FarmFresh says:

May 12, 2023 at 1:48 am GMT • 6.3 days ago   ↑
So no one in the high-IQ Unz crowd has heard of Integrated
Capstone Events?
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159. peterAUS says:
May 12, 2023 at 1:51 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Boba Lazarević

,,,something that really needs to be brought to light, that nobody really talks
about is – how insanely competitive and how low on cohesion your society is.
You compete in business and in private lives alike, from an early childhood
onwards. Always looking for better deals, always looking for ways to get
ahead. That produces a lot of pressure and disaffection if the things don’t pan
out. You also move a lot. Immigration, moving states, commuting, you name it.
That means many people never settle down and are strangers for a significant
part of their lives.

Basically, you produce more disaffected strangers per capita than the rest of
the world. People who got nothing to hope for and to whom the lives of their
fellow residents mean nothing. With an inevitable childhood trauma and an
access to a firearm. Those are your candidates for the next Columbine or Las
Vegas.

Spot on. Compliments.
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160. Mr. Anon says:
May 12, 2023 at 1:56 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
A good article from Mike Whitney. I think it quite likely that drugs,
both legal and illegal, may be behind a lot of the mass
shootings. But, as Whitney points out, this is not going to be
explored by the MSM as they derive a lot of their ad revenue
from Big Pharma (something like %15). So the answer becomes
guns. Yeah, well, when was the last time you saw an AR-15
advertised on TV.

And of course, disarming the public fits in the with the agenda of
TPTB, who want a docile population of unarmed serfs.

There may be other reasons too. Violent videogames and
violent, amoral movies might be one reason. Yes – before the
libertarian crowd comes out of the woodwork to admonish me for
thinking such a thing – I realize that most people who watch play
those videogames and watch those movies don’t become mass
murderers. But for people on the edge of craziness, they might
have a very baleful effect on the mind.

There is also a theory that a lot of the people who become
rampage killers might have, in the old days, become serial
killers. But with the advances in forensic science and the
ubiquity of surveillance, it’s just too difficult to become a serial
killer anymore. People who try get caught early in their “career”.
So maybe that type now just resolves to do all their killing at
once. Not sure about that theory. Most serial killers in the past
who were caught seemed keen to survive, whereas so many of
these rampage killers seem to have a death wish. It does beg
the question though: what do those serial killers do now? Do
they go into politics?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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161. Mr. Anon says:
May 12, 2023 at 2:07 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RockaBoatus

The Left pushes drug legalization because they know it will destroy the West.
Once it is decimated by liberal social policies and drug legalization, they are in
a much better position to implement their feel-good Utopian ‘values.’

I suspect that a lot of the push for legalization ultimately comes
from the globalist overlord class and their technocratic minions.
They realize that millions of people will be rendered
economically redundant due to automation. The legalization of
drugs provides a way to pacify them and make them content
with their ever shrinking life prospects. They will be encouraged
to draw UBI, live in a box, get sterilized, and anesthetize
themselves with media and drugs. Failing to reproduce, they will
eventually die out. It’s the soft-kill approach.

• Agree: RockaBoatus, RadicalCenter
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162. John1955 says:
May 12, 2023 at 2:43 am GMT • 6.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Looks like in this case of YT Ray-ciss Supremaciss Mauricio
Garcia pills are not a significant factor. One of the chapters of a
very old (and very honest) book is titled “Miscegenation is a
Crime Against Nature”. And mass shooting which resulted
therefrom is Nature’s Reaction of Outrage.

Presently I feel like Butterfly Collector trying to find a proper spot
for this Mauricio Garcia Ray-ciss Supremaciss Butterfly.

Casta

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casta

Spaniard – No.
 Peninsulare – No.

 Castizo – No.
 Mestizo – No.
 Mulatto – No.
 Sambo – No.
 Indio – No.

 Cholo – Maybe ?

Presently, by elimination, I limited my set of choices to the
following:

-Tente en el Aire con Mulata = No Te Entiendo
 -No Te Entiendo con India = Salta Atrás

 -Mestizo con India = Coyote
-Salta Atras con Mulata = Lobo

Terms are so funny that I strongly advice non-Spanish speakers
NOT to paste them into Google Translate. Anyway, my
investigation is ongoing.

BTW Aryan Brotherhood ( aka AB aka Alice Baker ) accepts
pure Spaniards (born in Latin America) as members.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=John1955
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casta
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• Replies: @Anon
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163. Right_On says:

May 12, 2023 at 2:55 am GMT • 6.2 days ago   ↑
@Dr. X
The Bonnot Gang (La Bande à Bonnot) were French anarchists
active 1911 to 1912. They carried out the first-ever bank raids
using fast cars (Delaunay-Belleville limousine), semi-automatic
pistols (Brownings), and repeating rifles (Winchesters) – none of
which were available to the police.

French cops learned the hard way they had to keep up with the
crooks.
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164. Kak says:

May 12, 2023 at 3:06 am GMT • 6.2 days ago   ↑
@Robert 676767
The violence in Serbia is something genetic, they were always
like that.
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165. Kak says:

May 12, 2023 at 3:15 am GMT • 6.2 days ago   ↑
@Red Pill Angel
Young men 5000 years ago went to the temple prostitution
building, paid the temple issued coin that they worked for, and
got his prostitute.
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166. Kak says:
May 12, 2023 at 3:19 am GMT • 6.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Punch Brother Punch
> They are who the person is from birth

 There’s no proof for this. Like with faggots, nobody is born gay,
gays become gays because they were molested as children.
Whores are whores because they were touched by daddy or
step daddy. The mind of a child is very fragile and can be
shaped in the wrong way which might induce those negative
behaviours as you’ve mentioned. Autism is caused by vaccines.

• Replies: @Punch Brother Punch
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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167. 24th Alabama says:

May 12, 2023 at 4:00 am GMT • 6.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Boba Lazarević
Thank you for your insight into the American psyche. “I’m a
stranger here myself,” seemingly applies to most Americans,
including legacy citizens and recent immigrants alike. We lack a
sense of community, common purpose and loyalty to one
another. Alienation is endemic and everywhere.

America is so fragmented and chaotic that its doubtful that two
sides could coalesce long enough to have a civil war.

No one is more dangerous than a man who feels that he has
nothing to lose.Alienated and devalued young men will continue
to exact their revenge on us until we restore a cohesive,
traditional society in which everyone has a job and financial
security.

• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain
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168. Anthony Aaron says:
May 12, 2023 at 4:50 am GMT • 6.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@lavoisier
My law school roommate in the mid-’70s was doing an
externship with the LA County DA’s Gang Unit … mostly
concerned with the many, many thousands of mexican gang
members.

LAPD at the time was scared to death of those gangs because
the gangs had stolen fully automatic weapons and M72 LAAW
rockets from various armories throughout CA … and all LAPD
had was .38 specials and some Berretta 9mm pistols … hardly
an even match with those wetback gangs.

Fast forward to early 2018 when the leaders of the 5 biggest
mexican gangs in LA County held a sort of ‘press conference’ to
inform folks that they had more than 250,000 heavily armed
gang members … and that, as usual, they’d be committing any
crimes they chose, with impunity … and they meant it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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169. Supply and Demand says:

May 12, 2023 at 5:06 am GMT • 6.1 days ago   ↑
@HT
I don’t care about the majority of mass shooters, I care about
white mass shooters.

What makes you think that your stat was relevant?
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170. GMC says:
May 12, 2023 at 6:27 am GMT • 6.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Adolf Smith
Ya, I hear that the USG moved Somalia to Minnesota. And then
they moved some up to Anchorage . Nice guys these
immigration ” specialists” that move 3rd world people of color
into traditional White zones. Makes me think that they are
purposely destroying our once White Country – Oh wait – they
are destroying America.

 I grew up on the North side of Chicago , went to school with
Bugsy Moran’s grandson – We had gangs back then – Gangs in
order to keep our neighborhoods free from the South side
people of color. Wonder why white Gangs were outlawed by the
Gov. but the Black gangs and Latino gangs are still around.?
Then re read the first three sentences. Today, I reside in a really
big White Gang called Russians – they have been outlawed by
the USG too !!! Sabe’ ?
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171. Punch Brother Punch says:
May 12, 2023 at 6:31 am GMT • 6.1 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Kak

Like with faggots, nobody is born gay, gays become gays because they were
molested as children.

There are several theories as to where homosexuality comes
from. One is that it’s genetic. Another is Gregory Cochran’s
theory that it’s caused by a virus:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregory_Cochran

A google search just revealed that Ron Unz actually wrote about
this topic several years ago. He speculates that it may be a
combination of both:

https://www.theamericanconservative.com/gay-gene-vs-gay-
germ/

I can’t think of any reason (psychological, physical or otherwise)
why being molested would change one’s sexual orientation. It’s
possible that, if homosexual children are molested more than
other children, it’s because predatory pedophiles sense
something different and vulnerable about them, thus making
them suitable victims.

People are drawn to simplistic explanations for homosexuality,
possibly because it’s an uncomfortable, perplexing topic. It used
to be thought that it was caused by overprotective mothers, for
example.

Whores are whores because they were touched by daddy or step daddy.

Prostitution or simple sexual promiscuity are essentially
dramatically expedited extractions of resources (financial,
emotional, sexual etc.) from males. As opposed to a woman who
withholds sex in exchange for the long-term commitment of

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Punch+Brother+Punch
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregory_Cochran
https://www.theamericanconservative.com/gay-gene-vs-gay-germ/
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marriage with its concomitant long-term financial resource
provision and emotional and sexual attention, a whore simply
takes the money for the night and moves on.

There are several different reasons why a woman would engage
in these behaviors. If a father abandons a family, for example, a
young female might internalize the idea that men are not to be
relied on and so she should extract resources from them as
quickly and efficiently as possible. Another is emotional
instability caused by various forms of abuse or neglect (not just
sexual) or substance abuse.

And then some women are just predatory by nature. Women
who are high in narcissistic or psychopathic traits will use their
sexuality to obtain financial resources, power and narcissistic
supply. If they were molested by “daddy” it’s probably due to his
being high in these traits as well, which they inherited. One
would have to be a psycho to molest his own daughter, after all.
(If they were molested by “stepdaddy” it could be due to their
mother’s narcissism/psychopathy leading her to make poor
choices in men.)

Autism is caused by vaccines.

Talk about something for which there’s no proof. All of the great
scientists, philosophers, mathematicians, musicians and artists
who ever lived fall somewhere on the autism spectrum. Vaccines
have only been in widespread use over the past two centuries.

If autism is on the rise in the modern world it’s possibly due to
the modern tech-oriented economy allowing more high-IQ
spergs to become wealthy and successful and thus desirable
mating partners. Since asperger’s has high heritability, and since
they’re likely to mate with someone “on the spectrum” as well,
their children will inherit their autistic traits. There’s evidence that
levels of autism in the children of Silicon Valley are quite high:
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https://www.wired.com/2001/12/aspergers/

Or it could just be that women are putting off having children
until later in life which leads to more developmentally-delayed
children. In any event, there’s no evidence that vaccines cause
autism.
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172. Liosnagcat says:

May 12, 2023 at 7:51 am GMT • 6.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Punch Brother Punch

Read Hobbes.

Hobbes was just wrong. . . about everything. . .period. His best
use is in a freshman humanities course as a tool for teaching
students how to dismantle philosophical nonsense and specious
arguments.

And your simplistic gibberish is right in sync with his: silly,
fanciful generalizations with no basis in reality.

Read anything but Hobbes.
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173. ThreeCranes says:
May 12, 2023 at 10:22 am GMT • 5.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anonymous
They’re “killed in the womb” by their mommies because, due to
deliberate anti-life social engineering, their mommies and
daddies can’t afford to support themselves, much less feed
another hungry mouth, clothe and put a roof over his/her head
and keep him/her up to date on social media devices that
everyone has come to regard as necessities.

Only the wealthy winners of life’s lottery and the very poor can
afford a family. The rest of us are hanging on by a thread. The
average citizen in America has no clear path to “affordable
family formation”.

Please don’t dogpile the working poor.

• Agree: the Man Behind the Curtain
• Replies: @RadicalCenter
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174. Bro43rd says:

May 12, 2023 at 10:57 am GMT • 5.9 days ago   ↑
@BrokenArrow
Looky here, a self-identified Unicorn.
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175. BuelahMan says:
May 12, 2023 at 11:17 am GMT • 5.9 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
Funny how such an idiotic train of though ignores all the people
who have served jail time the government and its anti-cannabis
cronies like you forced.
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176. Emslander says:

May 12, 2023 at 11:43 am GMT • 5.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@RoatanBill
Absolutely accurate. The pharma advertisements have only one
purpose and that is to maintain control. The drugs have to be
prescribed, so the doctors are the customers.

In our long and painful experience with psychiatry, my daughter
received numerous diagnoses, all different, depending on which
doctor she was seeing. Finally, I asked a doctor who would talk
to me about the situation and he said that the psychiatrists have
accepted the fact that there are no identifiable lines that can be
diagnosed. They throw psycho terms at you and then prescribe
drugs. The basic problem is that the person has been loaded
down with so much stress from reactions to their behavior that
they don’t know how to act. Then drugs go on top of that.

It’s an attack on normality. Normality is the disease in America
these days. Competence and normality. Don’t send your kids to
any school run by the State. That’s the ticket to sanity.
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Subscribe to New Columns
177. Emslander says:

May 12, 2023 at 11:50 am GMT • 5.8 days ago   ↑
@24th Alabama
The elites of the world in 1938 had declared Hitler the greatest
statesman of his era for how he transformed Germany.
Someone once said that if he’d retired in 1939 he’d have been
saluted for generations as the model for good leadership.

Perspective is a bitch.
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178. anarchyst says:
May 12, 2023 at 11:56 am GMT • 5.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@24th Alabama
Germany has been saddled with its own “Stockholm
Syndrome” ever since the summation of the Second World
War.

 There are some brave Germans who have gone against the
“official narrative” of WW2 with Germany seen as being on “the
wrong side of history” and as such are (still) considered to be
“the bad guys”, but they are either too few or afraid of being
“outed” as “holocaust™ deniers”, subject to severe punishment,
and yes, Nazis (which is unfairly still a pejorative term in
Germany and in much of the rest of the western civilized world).
Even Canada has criminalized honest investigation into the so-
called “holocaust™”.

 This is especially bolstered by the (in)famous “jewish
holocaust™” fable which was created by the Allies in order to
keep Germany permanently demonized.

 It could be safely argued that even Americans have been
unwitting victims of “Stockholm Syndrome” especially when it
comes to “all things holocaust™”.

 It is long overdue to conduct a full, impartial, honest of all
holocaust™ claims and to “let the chips fall where they may” and
finally expose it as the massive jewish fraud of the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries.

 It takes approximately 100 years for the historical record to
“correct itself” by shedding the “victor’s biases” and finally letting
the chips fall where they may.

 We are starting to witness the last days of the “holocaust™”
lie…
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179. anarchyst says:
May 12, 2023 at 12:01 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Boba Lazarević
You are correct about Switzerland having an armed population.
As their weapons are state-issued, their proliferation is quite
large among the population.

 The “fly in the ointment” is ammunition, which is strictly
controlled. If you are issued 100 rounds, you had better have
100 rounds upon inspection. You need to account for
ammunition used in training and prove that you used it as such.
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180. RoatanBill says:

May 12, 2023 at 12:45 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Emslander
Get rid of all processed foods. No soda, no fast food, nothing
that doesn’t come from clean soil uncontaminated with chemical
poisons. Flush the body of contaminants over a period of time
and reintroduce a gut microbiome that can manufacture the
ingredients the body depends on.

Read up on how the gut is the ultimate source of how the body
functions.
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181. Heuristic says:
May 12, 2023 at 12:59 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago   ↑
Considering how easy it was to dupe billions of people into
getting injected with a substance which caused net harm to their
bodies, inciting a single individual to commit a mass-shooting
seems like child’s play.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

182. Your Answers says:
May 12, 2023 at 1:08 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Richard B
SSRI Stories – Antidepressant Nightmares

https://ssristories.org/

SSRI Stories is a collection of over 7,000 stories most of which
were published newspapers or scientific journals. In these
stories, prescription antidepressant medications are mentioned.
Common to all of them is the possibility – sometimes the near
certainty – that the drugs caused or were a contributing factor to
some negative outcome: suicide, violence, serious physical
problems, bad withdrawal reactions, personality change leading
to loss of reputation and relationships, etc.
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183. GomezAdddams says:
May 12, 2023 at 1:13 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Beast Jr.
Your score card is completely screwed up.

 Check Reality. Korea= Vietnam-Chile-Somalia-Syria-Libya-
Afghanistan- Iraq- Serbia- Ukraine were all the doing of the USA
– Fact.

 USA has history of 277 years –been at war in ALL but 16.
 Today – 750 military bases worldwide–

 You are “brainwashed” —as are those others in USA dimwits
believing the drivel of the Monkey King – an Entitled Obama –
the supposed other was Osama??
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184. RadicalCenter says:
May 12, 2023 at 3:04 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@ThreeCranes
Agree that we need a system enabling affordable family
formation for native-born US citizens. I’m all for a public bank,
criminal punishment of bank executives/directors and other
usurers, public ownership of natural resources, universal
medical and dental care (perhaps funded by the proceeds of
those publicly owned natural resources), a prohibition on non-
citizens or corporations/trusts owning residential rental property,
refinancing all US citizens’ mortgage and vehicle loans at zero
percent, the drastic reduction of military / war expenditures in
favor of high-speed rail, more hospital capacity, and other
infrastructure, phasing out the federal tax on wages/salary but
raising the rate on capital gains (on things other than the sale of
a first home), etc.

But the inability or unwillingness to use a condom is no excuse
for murdering the innocent human being that results. Working or
not working, poor or not, people who hire “doctors” to chop up
their own helpless child should be tried, convicted for first-
degree murder, and executed or imprisoned for life — along with
the “doctor.”

Use a condom. Or abstain if you allegedly can’t afford or figure
out how to use one. Poverty is no excuse for murder.

• Agree: Emslander, anarchyst
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185. RadicalCenter says:
May 12, 2023 at 3:08 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago   ↑
@Emslander
Here in Los Angeles, one of our daughters came home with a
flyer, and a drawing the teacher had them do, to recognize (?) /
celebrate (?) May as Mental Health Month. Wonder why we
need that here….

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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186. SafeNow says:

May 12, 2023 at 4:29 pm GMT • 5.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Fink, M.D., an expert in the study of violent behavior and a past APA
president, commented. “I can tell you that as a psychiatrist who has practiced
for a long time, I was unaware that [varenicline and antidepressants] had
been linked with violence toward others…

Illogical, because length of practice has nothing to do with being
familiar with “had been linked with” studies. Fink should read his
journals. At least the abstracts. (Or, he could simply watch drug
ads on tv, because these give the side-effects information.) But
the psychiatrist doesn’t keep up. How does that make you feel?
Well, we’re coming to the end of the comment, so we have to
stop now; we can puck-up here next time.
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187. ThreeCranes says:
May 12, 2023 at 4:54 pm GMT • 5.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@RadicalCenter
I agree 100% with your first paragraph and with the moral tenor
of the rest however….

If it weren’t for abortion, millions of Afreakin babies would have
been born in America since Roe vs. Wade and that makes
abortion the lesser of two evils.

Sometimes we have to give way on our moral principles in order
to make life livable. An example: in Peter Freuchen’s book
Vagrant Viking he describes how during sustained periods of
horribly inclement weather–even by Greenland standards–there
were times when the starving Eskimos would be forced to
choose between saving the lives of their children or themselves.

Contrary to our Western European values, the Eskimos would
expose their children, leaving them to die.

Why? Were they barbarians who had no love for their children?

No, that’s not it. For ever after, they would avoid the place where
such a terrible fate had been imposed upon them.

But the grieving parents knew that they could somehow recover
from their terrible loss and beget more children, while their
children would not survive a single day in the Arctic without their
parental care and protection.

I’m not saying that this is an exact corollary, just that noble
sentiments aren’t the only criteria.
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188. bert33 says:
May 12, 2023 at 6:48 pm GMT • 5.6 days ago   ↑
Question, does television, ‘opiate of the masses’, count as a
drug, asking for a friend. How about the internet, or social
media, in terms of addiction and people’s responses to
interacting with it

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

189. Dave Bowman says:
May 12, 2023 at 10:07 pm GMT • 5.4 days ago   ↑
@Jabber

A bunch of Anti-Semites blaming dope on the Jews

I’m guessing you’ve actually never even heard of the Sackler
family, have you ?

https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2021/oct/11/dopesick-
michael-keaton-hulu-opioid-crisis-purdue-pharma

Please leave. With comments like this, you are lowering the
average IQ of this forum.
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190. anonymous[273] • Disclaimer says:

May 12, 2023 at 10:37 pm GMT • 5.4 days ago   ↑
@Dumbo
violent jew programming via violent movies, violent video games
and violent music. You missed the cultural aspect
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191. 24th Alabama says:
May 13, 2023 at 5:06 am GMT • 5.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Emslander
“Perspective is a bitch”… and your enemies seldom allow you to
enjoy your success.

 When Britain and France became allies of the Soviet Union they
reduced themselves to minor players in geopolitics, and
ultimately to 2nd-rate military powers with serious regrets about
all that could have been but never was.

Had Britain and France joined Germany in a tripartite alliance
they could have defeated

 the Communists and dominated the Eurasian landmass, with
Italy and Japan backing them up. Instead, Stalin completely
outmaneuvered them, Germany and the U.S. Stalin received
invaluable help from Communist spies in the U.S. and Britain,
including Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Harry Dexter
White.

Despite its huge military losses Russia was the strategic victor of
the War, with the confirmation of this being their postwar
domination of Eastern Europe and the Communist takeover of
China in 1947.

So why did Great Britain act against its own interests and
undermine European unity? The answer is that Zionist bankers
in the U.S. and Britain were directing policy and Roosevelt and
Churchill were mere puppets in the “hate Germany game.”

• Agree: Bro43rd, Emslander, anarchyst
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192. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 13, 2023 at 2:22 pm GMT • 4.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@24th Alabama

Had Britain and France joined Germany in a tripartite alliance

Hard to see how this would have been feasible as it was Britain
and France who led the way in imposing the terms of the
Versailles peace treaty ending the Great War – terms which did
so much to propel Adolf Hitler to power. Iirc one of Hitler’s early
political actions was the Beer Hall Putsch in 1923 which was in
part to protest the humiliating terms of the treaty of Versailles.

Now a topic in Germany that really nobody likes to talk about is
how much more humiliating the outcome of the Second World
War was in some ways as it resulted in a divided nation.

• Replies: @Emslander, @24th Alabama
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193. Emslander says:

May 13, 2023 at 3:01 pm GMT • 4.7 days ago   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
Hitler regularly transmitted offers to UK to preserve peace in
Western Europe and the Empire in exchange for Germany
destroying Communist Russia.

I’ll leave the merits of that strategy to speculative historians, but
the truth of the offers is unquestioned.
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194. 24th Alabama says:
May 14, 2023 at 12:20 am GMT • 4.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
You are right about the improbability of an Anglo-French-
German alliance, but this was a perfect situation for Realism to
prevail over prejudice and bitter memories. Britain’s long term
policy of aligning itself against the dominant continental power
failed because of miscalculations about the relative durability of
the Russian and German armies.

The Russian strategy of “victory through retreat” was understood
by the German General Staff but the “Bohemian Corporal,” as
F.M. Paulus referred to Hitler, could never grasp the need to
withdraw and regroup. The defeat and surrender at Stalingrad
was a direct result of his stubborn refusal to accept advice. If the
British had known of Hitler’s delusions about his brilliance as a
military strategist they might have reduced their estimate of the
chances of a German victory and not supported the Soviets.

Of course, predicting the outcome of a war is impossible, but
from the day Hitler became Chancellor the Western propaganda
machine began a frenzy of unrelenting attacks on
Germany,combined with substantial praise of the Soviets led by
homegrown Communists, fellow travelers and Jews, in the
U.S.and Britain. Neither the Americans nor the Brits understood
that the Communists hated them as much as they hated the
Nazi regime, until the War ended.

The enemy of my enemy is not always my friend.

• Replies: @the Man Behind the Curtain
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195. the Man Behind the Curtain says:
May 14, 2023 at 8:39 am GMT • 4.0 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@24th Alabama
@Emslander

Hitler regularly transmitted offers to UK to preserve peace in Western Europe

That’s a good point… why didn’t the UK go for it?

Britain’s long term policy of aligning itself against the dominant continental
power failed

I’m not sure that it did fail. The collapse of the British Empire
might have been seen to be a failure of British policy in WWII,
but I think the writing was already on the wall as that the whole
enterprise was seriously over-extended as far back as in the
1920s. Had Britain accepted Hitler’s peace terms, it would have
had to deal with a declining empire and an unfriendly European
super-state right next door that could easily threaten its sea
lanes at will.

There seems to have been considerably more antipathy towards
Germany in England than in the USA (which has so much
German blood, and includes German phrases like kaput in its
daily vernacular):

“You must understand that this war is not against Hitler or
National Socialism, but against the strength of the German
people, which is to be smashed once and for all, regardless of
whether it is in the hands of Hitler or a Jesuit priest.”

– Winston Churchill

Let’s also remember it was Margaret Thatcher, out of all major
NATO leaders, who was most opposed to German reunification
in 1989.
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It wasn’t a foregone conclusion the UK or Europe would be
flooded with hostile immigrants in 1938 or 1946 as an outcome
of any of this, either, although I guess there were a few
advocating for that kind of policy, like the childless Coudenhove-
Kalergi.

I don’t entirely understand British attitudes towards Germany
and where this hostility came from (after all Britain was allied
with the Germanies back in the Napoleonic wars) but if I had to
guess it was four years of WWI? That was really the war that
destroyed British strength and made it incapable of maintaining
its Empire (even though it expanded a little on paper after that
war).

Overall, the British did succeed in shattering Germany – the
partition of Germany was arguably a worse outcome for
Germany than even the outcome of the first world war. Taken
together, the map of Europe had far, far more countries in 1946
than it did in 1913, when the German and Austrian empires ruled
most of continental Europe. Seen in this light, it might have been
seen as a success. As for the Soviet Union, as Antony Sutton
described them they were “the best enemy money could buy.”

I don’t know, overall it seems to me that Europe with its many
peninsulas and islands defies attempts at political unity. There’s
a real debate in the UK now as to whether its future lies with the
United States, Europe, or some other option. I think a U.S./UK
split in this decade could usher in some kind of Anglo-German
alliance. The fact that the Sputnik shot is basically rebranded
AstraZeneca makes me think perfidious Albion is up to some
kind of trickery in spite of it being the leading supplier of arms to
Ukraine. What is going on over there I wonder?

• Replies: @24th Alabama
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196. Sparkon says:
May 14, 2023 at 4:41 pm GMT • 3.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Sparkon

California currently maintains five state hospitals for the criminally insane and
violent sexual predators, with a total capacity of about 2,000 6,087 beds

I don’t know why I typed 2,000, when I knew it was about 6,000.
Patton alone has over 1,500, while Atascadero, Coalinga and
Napa each house around 1,200.

But typos aside, the point remains that there aren’t nearly
enough mental health services available to monitor the millions
of crazy people loose, unmonitored and unsupervised in
California, and throughout the U.S., because of increased
reliance on drugs since at least the introduction of Miltown in
1955, and the reduction and eventual elimination of most
community mental health services.

In 1900, Illinois was the 3rd largest state in the Union behind
New York and Pennsylvania, when the Illinois Asylum for the
Incurable Insane was established at Bartonville, near Peoria, as
the result of legislative action from 1895. Eventually renamed
Peoria State Hospital, the asylum operated from 1902 until
1973.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peoria_State_Hospital

However, in 1967, the $6.4 million George A. Zeller Zone Center
opened a sprawling mental health clinic on several acres near
the middle of Peoria, but that facility too shut its doors in 2002,
and is now part of Illinois Central College

http://www.meanwhilebackinpeoria.com/blog/2014/9/24/this-
used-to-bezeller-mental-health-center-now-its-ilinois-central-
college-north-campus
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Marty Wombacher’s article about Zeller includes several
comments from former residents of the facility…
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197. RoboMoralFascist 1st says:

May 14, 2023 at 10:01 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago   ↑
@RadicalCenter
Atheism is an admission of ignorance. If you cannot or will not
correlate Christianity and Jesus Christ as having a vast benefit
to behavior, culture and society… then prescription induced
insanity world will probably continue in your model until it kills
you.
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198. McBatch says:

May 14, 2023 at 11:25 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago   ↑
America exists in a degraded and debased condition, it is clearly
no exaggeration. The evidence piles up on a daily basis. You
think we’ve scraped the bottom of the barrel; then it turns out
there were just a few inches more to go. Etc.
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199. 24th Alabama says:
May 15, 2023 at 12:44 am GMT • 3.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@the Man Behind the Curtain
The British animus toward Germany is baffling since they have
so much in common. Just as the Arabs and Jews are the
“children of Abraham” the English,French and Germans are the
descendants of

 Charlemagne. Cousins are known to quarrel and fight but this
explanation is just whimsical.

A more believable reason is a political and economic rivalry for
dominance, with the Germans usually playing catch-up because
of the early British lead in sea power, political unity and
industrialization. The German States were unified in 19th
Century and Germany achieved preeminence in science and
industry, and were also feared as a military threat after the
Franco-Prussian War.

As the stage was being set for WWII in the 1930’s the British
and Americans were still stuck in a 1918 mindset. Remembering
the crushing defeat of the Russians by the Germans in
WWI,they over
looked a number of critical factors. Since the Mongols had been
expelled in 1480 only Napoleon had been successful in
capturing Moscow, which became only a Pyrrhic victory after his
broken army straggled back to France, being sniped at much of
the way.

In the Great Northern Wars, the Swedish Army only advanced to
Poltava, Ukraine where it was defeated (1709) by a Russian
Army almost double its size. The French and Swedes learned
some painful lessons about Russian geography, weather and
logistics. Hitler and the Allies did not comprehend the Russian
mastery of these elements, leading to their underestimation of
the Soviet Union.
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200. Anon[400] • Disclaimer says:
May 16, 2023 at 12:43 pm GMT • 1.8 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@John1955
From your wiki link:

 “ The degree to which racial category labels had legal and social
consequences has been subject to academic debate since the
idea of a “caste system” was first developed by Polish-
Venezuelan philologist Ángel Rosenblat and Mexican
anthropologist Gonzalo Aguirre Beltrán in the 1940s. Both
authors popularized the notion that racial status was the key
organizing principle of Spanish colonial rule, a theory which
became commonplace in the anglosphere during the mid and
late 20th century.”

You will notice Angel Rosenblatt is a Jew, intent on fragmenting
the unity of the Hispanoamerican countries, based on one
language, one religion and a common culture. Perhaps on the
payroll of Freemasons, who love spreading the Spanish Black
Legend to the gullible, also as a way of “divide et impera”.

The Spanish, who never implemented a caste system (as
acknowledged in your linked entry), quickly realized you couldn’t
label infinite shades of brown, and didn’t need to. Besides, they
had the experience of Visigothic Spain, where both Hispano-
Romans and Goths became a fruitful nation as they accepted in
589 d.C., one law and one religion. Intermarriage was allowed,
as befits a society with a minimum of personal agency. Not to
mention 700 years of Muslim rule, with inequality under the law
such that revolts from berbers, Syrians, Christians and others
were unstoppable.

Popular language is often ingenious, Spanish is the intellectual
home of a very high culture, but racial epithets (los motes, por
así decirlo) are not the basis for sound policy or personal
decisions.
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• Replies: @John1955
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201. John1955 says:

May 17, 2023 at 3:20 am GMT • 1.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon
-The Spanish, who never implemented a caste system-

My friend, I respectfully disagree.

Estatutos de limpieza de sangre

https://es.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Estatutos_de_limpieza_de_sangr
e

Sistema de castas colonial

https://es.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sistema_de_castas_colonial

-Spanish is the intellectual home of a very high culture-

And a brutal sense of humor I might add Recently I saw one
very funny cartoon in El Diario – Tombstones in Medellín
cemetery bearing inscriptions:

1.En algo debe haberse metido
 2.Se mataron entre si

 3.Fue un pleito de pandillas
 4.Que hasía a esas horas ?
 5.Qién sabe en qué andaba
 6.Era puta

 7.Fue un ajuste de quentas
 8.Vestía provocatìvamente
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202. xcd says:
May 17, 2023 at 10:35 am GMT • 21.6 hours ago • 100
Words   ↑
@RockaBoatus
pharmaceutical pushers (known as medical doctors)

Well-meaning doctors have to tread a fine line. In the corrupted
medical industry, the best they can do is to find an excuse not to
prescribe. I know of one GP murdered in his clinic, either by a
patient or drug pushers.

The root cause is the pseudo-science of psychiatry – and much
of the rest of medicine.
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203. Anon[512] • Disclaimer says:

May 18, 2023 at 3:26 am GMT • 4.7 hours ago   ↑
@John1955
As I suppose you can read in your own wiki entry, the caste
system is a fake-news historíographical term invented in the
20th century by.. Angel Rosenblatt.

Brutality is a failing common to all mankind.
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